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Introduction

1.
On December 7, 2012, PJM Interconnection, L.L.C. (PJM) submitted proposed
revisions to Attachment DD, section 5.14(h), and related provisions of its Open Access
Transmission Tariff (OATT), pursuant to section 205 of the Federal Power Act (FPA).1
Section 5.14(h) establishes a Minimum Offer Price Rule (MOPR) for certain generation
capacity resources seeking to participate in PJM’s capacity market auctions.2
2.
PJM states that its proposed revisions are designed to provide a better-defined and
more transparent process for granting exemptions to the MOPR, in place of PJM’s
existing unit-specific review process, as approved by the Commission in 2011.3 PJM
states that its proposed revisions also include related changes, including, among other
things, a narrowed list of resource-types subject to the MOPR, an extension of the period
over which MOPR mitigation may apply, an expanded region-wide application of the
MOPR, and a stricter standard for comparing new-entry capacity offers to a PJM
benchmark value. PJM states that its filing is intended to address the numerous concerns
raised by market participants regarding the operation of PJM’s 2012 capacity market
auction (as summarized, below). PJM states that to resolve these concerns, as applicable
to the 2013 capacity auction, Commission action approving PJM’s proposed revisions is
required, effective February 5, 2013.
3.
For the reasons discussed below, we conditionally accept in part, subject to a
further compliance filing, and reject in part PJM’s filing, to become effective February 5,
2013.
II.

Background
A.

Capacity Offer Mitigation

4.
The MOPR was implemented in 2006, as part of PJM’s RPM protocols, to address
the concern that certain resources seeking to participate in PJM’s capacity market
1

16 U.S.C. § 824e (2000).

2

PJM’s capacity market auction rules (collectively, the Reliability Pricing Model
(RPM)) are governed by Attachment DD of the PJM OATT.
3

See PJM Interconnection, L.L.C., 135 FERC ¶ 61,022 at P 37 (2011) (April 2011
MOPR Order), order on compliance filing, rehearing, and technical conference, 137
FERC ¶ 61,145 (2011) (November 2011 MOPR Order), order on reh’g, 138 FERC ¶
61,194 (2012), appeal pending, Case No. 11-4245, et al. (3rd Cir.).
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auctions might have an incentive to suppress market clearing prices by offering supply at
less than a competitive level.4 The performance of PJM’s RPM auctions and the
continuing validity of the MOPR was subsequently addressed by the Commission in a
series of orders issued in 2008 and 2009, upon request by a coalition of market
participants and the subsequent filing by PJM of proposed RPM revisions.5 In that
proceeding, the Commission rejected PJM’s proposal to replace the MOPR with a market
mitigation review procedure to be undertaken by PJM’s independent market monitor
(IMM), subject to PJM review and a Commission filing authorizing a market mitigation
remedy.6
5.
In the April 2011 MOPR Order, the Commission again addressed proposed
revisions to the MOPR, as filed by PJM. In its filing in that proceeding, submitted
February 11, 2011, PJM argued that MOPR revisions were required, consistent with the
mitigation reforms implemented by the New York Independent System Operator, Inc.
(NYISO) and ISO New England, Inc. (ISO-NE),7 and in response to certain procurement
initiatives in New Jersey and Maryland, seeking to support the entry of new generation
through out-of-market payments.8 In addition to PJM’s filing, the April 2011 MOPR
Order addressed a related complaint filed by the PJM Power Providers Group (P3),
alleging that, under the New Jersey Statute, New Jersey intended to procure 2,000 MW of
new generation to be bid into PJM’s capacity market auction at a non-competitive price,
4

See PJM Interconnection, L.L.C., 117 FERC ¶ 61,331 at P 103 (2006).

5

See PJM Interconnection, L.L.C., 123 FERC ¶ 61,037 (2008); PJM
Interconnection, L.L.C., 124 FERC ¶ 61,272 (2008). See also PJM Interconnection,
L.L.C., 126 FERC ¶ 61,275 (March 2009 RPM Order), order on reh’g and compliance,
PJM Interconnection, L.L.C., 128 FERC ¶ 61,157 at P 90 (2009).
6

See March 2009 RPM Order, 123 FERC ¶ 61,037 at P 190.

7

See April 2011 MOPR Order, 135 FERC ¶ 61,022 at P 1 (citing New York
Independent System Operator, Inc., 122 FERC ¶ 61,211, order on reh’g and compliance,
124 FERC ¶ 61,301 (2008); New York Independent System Operator, Inc., 133 FERC ¶
61,178 (2010); ISO New England, Inc. and New England Power Pool Participants
Committee, 131 FERC ¶ 61,065 (2010).
8

See S. 2381, 214th Leg. (N.J. 2011) (New Jersey Statute), authorizing the
establishment of a Long –Term Capacity Agreement Pilot Program (LCAPP); In re
Whether New Generating Facilities are Needed to Meet Long-Term Demand for
Standard Offer Service, No. 9214, Request for Proposals for Generation Capacity
Resources Under Long-Term Contract (M.P.S.C. Dec. 29, 2010) (Maryland RFP
Initiative).
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while under the Maryland RFP Initiative, a similar proposal to support 1,800 MW of new
generation was being considered.
6.
In the 2011 MOPR proceeding, PJM’s MOPR was revised to include, among other
things, a unit-specific review process authorizing the IMM and PJM to review cost
justifications submitted by resources whose sell offers fell below the established bid
floor. 9 PJM’s unit-specific review process specifies the information that will be
considered as part of the review and the relevant standard supporting an exemption from
the MOPR, requiring, among other things, that a sell offer falling below the MOPR
screen will nonetheless be found permissible, subject to a showing that the offer is
consistent with the competitive, cost-based, fixed, nominal levelized, net cost of new
entry (Net CONE), were the resource to rely solely on revenues from PJM-administered
markets.10
7.
In addition, PJM’s unit-specific review procedures permit the IMM and PJM to
deny a request for exemption where the requesting seller’s claimed cost advantages, or
sources of net revenue, are “irregular or anomalous, . . . do not reflect arm’s length
transactions, or … are not in the ordinary course of the Capacity Market Seller’s
business.”11
8.
In addition to the unit-specific review process, the Commission’s 2011 MOPR
orders accepted a number of other changes to the MOPR, including, among other things:
(i) updated reference values, as used to assess the competitiveness of a sell offer; (ii) an
increased percentage factor, as used to trigger mitigation at a level equal to 90 percent
(versus 80 percent) of Net CONE; and (iii) elimination of a provision that subjected to
the MOPR only capacity offers from a seller and its affiliates who bought substantially
more capacity in the RPM auction than they sold into it (i.e. resources in a “net short”
position).

9

See November 2011 MOPR Order, 137 FERC ¶ 61,145 at P 242.

10

See PJM OATT, Attachment DD, section 5.14(h)(5)(iii). PJM’s unit-specific
review procedures also make clear that a sell offer below the MOPR screen can also be
justified based on competitive cost advantages relative to the costs estimated for the
MOPR screen, including costs resulting from the capacity market seller’s business model,
financial condition, tax status, access to capital or other similar conditions affecting the
applicant’s costs. Id.
11

Id.
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Proposed Changes

9.
PJM states that, notwithstanding the revisions approved by the Commission in the
2011 MOPR proceeding, PJM’s members and the financial community raised concerns
regarding the need for immediate additional revisions in the aftermath of PJM’s 2012
capacity auction. PJM states that, in that auction, several offers made by gas-fired, new
entry projects managed to clear, with capacity price assurances made available under
state support arrangements. PJM states that the concerns raised regarding these matters
have focused on the lack of transparency associated with the unit-specific review process,
the persisting lack of clear, objective standards for reviewing sell offers, and the resulting
inability of PJM’s unit-specific review procedures to maintain clear, competitive market
signals in the face of ongoing state initiatives to subsidize the targeted development of
new generation projects.
10.
PJM states that these concerns are consistent with the findings made by the Brattle
Group, an outside consultant commissioned by PJM, finding that PJM’s 2011 MOPR
revisions “are inefficiently structured, will inefficiently mitigate legitimate resource
additions, and will discourage bilateral contracting and self-supply.”12 PJM states that
the Brattle Report further found that the 2011 MOPR revisions “will inadvertently
interfere with self-supply offers from generating resources that are competitive and do
not involve manipulation [and] will lead to over-mitigation that will undermine bilateral
markets and RPM participation by entities, such as public power companies, that meet
their customers’ needs primarily through long-term contracts or other self-supply
options.”13
11.
PJM states that the Brattle Report recommended that PJM implement additional
MOPR exemptions for: (i) resources that have won a competitive, non-discriminatory
RFP that is open to both new and existing resources; (ii) self-supply resources that are
offered into RPM by vertically-integrated LSE if the resource is the result of a
deliberative planning process by the LSE and the LSE is not substantially “net-short” in
RPM; and (iii) a resource if the owner and its contractual counter-party, if relevant, are
not substantially net-long in RPM and, thus, would not benefit from suppression of RPM
capacity prices.
12.
PJM states that the proposed tariff revisions included in its filing arose out of a
stakeholder-driven process, consisting of a diverse, ad hoc group of supply-side members
12

See PJM filing at 7, citing Brattle Report (August 26, 2010), as posted at:
www.pjm.com/~/media/committees-groups/committees/mrc/20110818/20110826-brattlereport-second-performance-assessment-of-pjm-reliability-pricing-model.ashx.
13

Id., citing Brattle Report at 149.
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and load-serving members. PJM states that the negotiated settlement proposal forged by
these entities was subsequently considered by, and approved by, PJM’s stakeholders.
PJM’s proposed changes are discussed in greater detail below.
III.

Notice of Filing and Responsive Pleadings

13.
Notice of PJM’s filing was published in the Federal Register, 77 Fed. Reg. 67,641
(2012), with interventions and protests due on or before December 28, 2012. Notices of
intervention and timely-filed motions to intervene were filed by the entities noted in the
Appendix to this order.
14.
Answers were submitted on January 8, 2013 by PJM and the Maryland Public
Service Commission (Maryland Commission), on January 9, 2013, by the Illinois
Commerce Commission (Illinois Commission), on January 14, 2013, by P3, PPL
Companies (PPL), Hess Corporation (Hess), and the Competitive Markets Coalition,14
and on January 15, 2013, by the PJM Load Group,15 on January 18, 2013, by the
Maryland Commission, and on January 25, 2013, by FirstEnergy.
IV.

Deficiency Letter and Responsive Pleadings

15.
On February 5, 2013, Commission Staff issued a Deficiency Letter, requiring PJM
to provide additional information, including: (i) an explanation of whether it is
reasonable for a resource that fails to qualify for PJM’s proposed competitive entry
exemption, or its proposed self-supply exemption, to be mitigated to a default offer price,
even if that resource has lower competitive costs than those assumed in determining the
default offer price; (ii) the underlying basis supporting PJM’s proposed self-supply
exemption; and (iii) additional support for PJM’s proposal to apply the MOPR to
integrated gasification combined cycle plants.
16.
Notice of PJM’s Deficiency Letter responses was published in the Federal
Register, 78 Fed. Reg. 11,641 (2013), with interventions and protests due on or before
March 25, 2013. Timely-filed motions to intervene were filed by the entities noted in the
Appendix to this order. On March 28, 2013, late-filed comments were submitted by the
Illinois Commission. Answers were submitted on April 8, 2013, by P3, on April 9, 2013
14

The Competitive Markets Coalition is comprised of the following intervenors:
PPL; Calpine Corporation (Calpine); Exelon Corporation (Exelon); Edison Mission
Marketing & Trading (Edison Mission); and NextEra Energy Resources, LLC. (NextEra).
15

The PJM Load Group is comprised of the following intervenors: Old Dominion
Electric Cooperative (ODEC); PJM Industrial Customer Coalition (PJM-ICC); Dominion
Resources Services, Inc. (Dominion); and American Municipal Power, Inc. (AMP).
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by PJM, the Maryland Commission, and the Competitive Markets Coalition, on April 16,
2013, by EKPC, on April 1, 2013, by the IMM, and on April 23, 2013, by Calpine.
V.

Procedural Matters

17.
Pursuant to Rule 214 of the Commission’s Rules of Practice and Procedure,
18 C.F.R. § 385.214 (2012), the notices of intervention and timely, unopposed motions to
intervene serve to make the entities that filed them parties to this proceeding.
18.
Rule 213(a)(2) of the Commission's Rules of Practice and Procedure, 18 C.F.R. §
385.213(a)(2) (2012), prohibits an answer to a protest and an answer to an answer unless
otherwise ordered by the decisional authority. We will accept the intervenors’ answers,
because they have provided information that assisted us in our decision-making process.
For this same reason, we will accept the late-filed comments submitted by the Illinois
Commission addressing PJM’s Deficiency Letter responses.
VI.

Discussion

19.
For the reasons discussed below, we accept PJM’s proposed categorical
exemptions for competitive entry and self-supply, subject to PJM’s retention of its unitspecific review process and the submission of a compliance filing. We also accept PJM’s
proposal to apply the MOPR to gas-fired combustion turbine, combined cycle, and
integrated gasification combined cycle (IGCC) units. In addition, we accept PJM’s
proposed increase of its MOPR benchmark values to 100 percent of Net CONE. We also
accept PJM’s proposal to broaden the geographical reach of the MOPR to the entire PJM
region, but we reject PJM’s proposal to change the duration of mitigation from one to
three years.
20.
We begin our analysis with a review of the MOPR’s underlying objectives. PJM’s
MOPR is a mechanism that seeks to prevent the exercise of buyer-side market power in
the forward capacity market, which occurs when a large net-buyer—that is, an entity that
buys more capacity from the market than it sells into the market—invests in capacity and
then offers that capacity into the auction at a reduced price. Given the uniform clearing
prices in PJM’s markets, such behavior would benefit the net-buyer so long as the
reduction in the net-buyer’s purchasing costs exceeds its losses from selling the
underpriced capacity.16

16

See TC Ravenswood, LLC v. FERC, No. 11-1258, slip op. at 4 (D.C. Cir. Jan.
22, 2013) (uneconomic entry “occurs when a large net buyer of capacity makes a
capacity purchase or investment and then offers the capacity for sale at auction at reduced
prices, thus lowering the market-clearing price”).
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21.
While these strategies reduce capacity costs in the short-run, by producing a
capacity surplus, these strategies harm other suppliers and, of even greater concern, are
deleterious to the market in the long-run.17 Ultimately, this strategy will prove more
costly as existing generators become unable to recover their costs and therefore choose to
exit the market, thus tightening capacity and raising prices. Similarly, new merchant
generators will be reluctant to enter a market in which their expected prices are
susceptible to such reduction.18
22.
Currently, PJM’s MOPR protects against these forms of buyer-side market power
by setting a price floor, i.e. a minimum bid, and requiring all new, non-exempted
resources to bid at that floor, or higher, unless the resource can demonstrate, through a
unit-specific review process, that a lower bid is justified based on the economics of that
unit. PJM uses this process to assess costs and revenues of the project and to ensure that
any alleged cost advantages are not the result of uncompetitive, discriminatory subsidies
or out-of-market payments. PJM employed this process in the 2012 base residual
auction.
23.
In the instant proposal, PJM states that its revisions are designed to provide a
better-defined and more transparent process for granting exemptions to the MOPR, in
place of PJM’s existing unit-specific review process. In lieu of the unit-specific review
process, PJM proposes two broad exemptions from the MOPR for what it calls
“competitive entry” and for resources designated as self-supply, subject to some
restrictions.
24.
As explained below, PJM’s competitive entry exemption consists of two
component parts. First, units that receive no out-of-market funding are exempt from the
price floor. This exemption is reasonable because such resources do not pose the risk to
the market described above, as competitive resources need to rely on sufficient capacity
market revenues to remain economic. Second, PJM proposes to exempt entities receiving
17
18

Id.

For example, suppose a large buyer has a load of 1,000 MWs, and the
competitive market price is $20/MW, producing a total cost to load of $20,000. If load
finances an uneconomic new entrant that produces 100 MWs at a cost of $5,000
($50/MW) (more expensive than the $20/MW competitive market price), and that new
entry reduces the market price by $5.00, the total cost to load is less, even though its new
generator is more expensive than a market purchase. Under these circumstances, load
would pay a total cost of $13,500 to the market and an additional $5,000 to the generator
for a total of $18,500. Such price suppression over the long-term will lead to the exit of
resources and will discourage future competitive entry.
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outside funds if they receive such funds as a result of participating in a competitive
auction open to all available resources, both new and existing. When all resources are
competing fairly, the resources selected in such a competitive auction will represent the
least cost resources needed to meet PJM’s reliability needs. For the reasons discussed
below, we find that the resources that will qualify for this exemption do not pose a risk of
uneconomic entry.
25.
PJM also proposes an exemption for self-supply LSEs, such as
municipalities/cooperatives, single customer entities, and vertically integrated utilities,
provided that these resources meet certain “net-short” or “net-long” thresholds.19 For the
reasons discussed below, we find that a self-supply LSE that owns or contracts for a large
proportion of the capacity needed to meet its load has no reason to finance uneconomic
entry given that such a strategy would not be profitable. Accordingly, we agree that with
properly-calibrated thresholds measuring an entity’s net-short and net-long positions,
PJM’s self-supply exemption will operate to identify those self-supply entities lacking the
incentive to exercise buyer-side market power. However, because the market conditions
and related assumptions underlying these thresholds are subject to change, we require
PJM to submit tariff language memorializing its obligation to review and, if necessary,
revise these thresholds on a periodic basis.
26.
While we find that PJM’s competitive entry exemption and, subject to conditions,
its self-supply exemption, appropriately identify entry that is consistent with competitive
behavior, we find that PJM’s proposal does not provide a just and reasonable replacement
for the unit-specific review process. There may be resources ineligible for any MOPR
exemptions that have lower competitive costs than the default offer floor, and these
resources should have the opportunity to demonstrate their competitive entry costs. We
will therefore accept PJM’s filing conditioned on the retention of its unit-specific review
process.20 By targeting those resources most likely to raise price suppression concerns
(i.e., gas-fired resources), adopting exemptions for competitive entry and self-supply, and
retaining the unit-specific review process for resources not eligible for the exemptions,

19

Being in a net-short position refers to the circumstance where an LSE owns
and/or contracts for an amount of capacity, measured by megawatts of unforced capacity,
that is less than its capacity needs. Being in a Net-long position refers to the
circumstance where an LSE owns or contracts for generation in excess of its capacity
needs, measured by megawatts of unforced capacity.
20

To the extent that PJM has identified problems with its current unit-specific
review process, it can submit a section 205 filing to implement necessary changes.
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we find that the MOPR as modified herein appropriately balances the need for mitigation
of buyer-side market power against the risk of over-mitigation.21
A.

Competitive-Entry Exemption
1.

PJM’s Proposal

27.
PJM proposes that a resource participating in PJM’s capacity market auction be
permitted to qualify for a MOPR exemption, as a competitive-entry project, subject to a
showing that it satisfies certain criteria.22
28.
Under PJM’s proposal, a resource may qualify for this exemption in a couple of
ways. PJM proposes that a capacity market seller may qualify for the competitive entry
exemption if it can show that no costs are recovered from customers either directly or
indirectly through a non-bypassable charge linked to the construction, or clearing in any
RPM auction, of the resource. Any such resource must also show that it does not receive
certain types of payments from any governmental entity connected with the
construction/clearing of the resource in RPM.23 Thus, a new resource built by a stateregulated utility would not qualify for the competitive entry exemption if its costs for the
new unit were recovered from ratepayers through a non-bypassable charge. Neither
would a resource be eligible if a state offered it a subsidy contingent on the resource
clearing in an RPM auction.
29.
PJM also proposes a path to this exemption for a resource obtained through a
state-sponsored, or state-mandated, procurement process. Such a resource may qualify
for the exemption if the resource can show that it will receive no revenues from any
contract with a term of at least one year that is obtained in a state procurement process
that was uncompetitive or discriminatory. PJM proposes to allow affected entities to
submit a filing with the Commission seeking a determination, in the first instance, that
any such state-sponsored procurement process meets the “competitive and non21

See, e.g., Edison Mission Energy, Inc., et al. v. FERC, 394 F.3d 964 (D.C. Cir.
2005) (“[Mitigation] may well do some good by protecting consumers and utilities
against… the exercise of market power. But the Commission gave no reason to suppose
that it does not also wreak substantial harm… that could be cured only by attracting new
resources of supply.”).
22
23

See PJM OATT, Attachment DD at proposed section 5.14(h)(7).

PJM states that this restriction does not include certain payment types such as
industrial siting incentives or federal production tax credits, which PJM states do not give
rise to price suppression concerns. Id. at section 5.14(h)(7)(iii)(C)-(E).
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discriminatory” standard. PJM proposes requiring any market seller seeking the
competitive entry exemption to submit an LSE certification similar to that proposed for
the categorical exemption for self-supply (discussed in section VI.B below).
30.
PJM proposes that a procurement process shall be eligible under this exemption if:
(i) both new and existing resources can satisfy the requirements of the procurement
process; (ii) the selection criteria do not give preference to new resources; (iii) the
procurement process does not use indirect means to discriminate against existing
capacity; (iv) the requirements are fully objective and transparent; and (v) the
procurement terms do not restrict the type of capacity resource that may participate in and
satisfy the requirements of the procurement. In addition, PJM notes an error in its filing
in this regard. Specifically, PJM notes that the tariff language, as proposed, appears to
indicate that a resource procured through a competitive and non-discriminatory state
procurement process may not qualify for this exemption if a state imposes a nonbypassable charge on its load linked to the project clearing in RPM or to construction.
PJM states that its understanding of the agreement reached by stakeholders was that such
a resource, procured through a competitive and non-discriminatory auction process, could
impose such charges and still qualify for this exemption. PJM states that it chose to note
the error rather than unilaterally correct the tariff language given that the tariff language,
as written, came through the stakeholder process.
31.
PJM also proposes tariff revisions authorizing PJM to take certain actions,
including the revocation of an exemption, if it reasonably believes that a previouslygranted competitive-entry exemption was based on the submission of fraudulent or
material misrepresentations or omissions.24 Finally, PJM proposes to disclose certain
information regarding competitive-entry exemption requests, consistent with the
proposals summarized in section VI.B of this order, below, as applicable to PJM’s
proposed self-supply exemption.25
2.

Responsive Pleadings

32.
Comments generally supportive of PJM’s proposed competitive entry exemption
were submitted by a number of intervenors.26 P3 argues that the competitive entry
exemption is well-suited for the occasions when unit developers can demonstrate they
24

PJM’s proposed revisions would apply to both the competitive-entry exemption,
as summarized here, and to the self-supply exemption, as discussed below.
25
26

See PJM OATT, Attachment DD at proposed section 5.11.

See comments submitted the IMM, the Pennsylvania Commission, the Ohio
Commission, P3, and LS Power.
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can economically enter the market at a net cost level below the PJM-determined Net
CONE. P3 asserts that PJM’s proposal also provides a clear path for a state to procure
capacity outside of the RPM process because it may secure a commitment from a new
resource to provide capacity in a Locational Deliverability Area through a competitive
and non-discriminatory auction, provided that such contract does not mandate the
construction or clearing of the new resource. LS Power argues that PJM’s proposed
exemption will strengthen PJM’s capacity market, not only by making it more difficult
for buyers to exercise buyer-side market power and artificially suppress RPM clearing
prices, but by providing much-needed certainty to all market participants, including
independent power producers like LS Power.
33.
The IMM generally supports PJM’s proposed exemption as another option
available to market participants to obtain long term contracts on competitive terms,
subject to certain modifications. First, the IMM proposes that a state be permitted to hold
a competitive, nondiscriminatory auction to acquire new capacity in a given Locational
Deliverability Area, with an exemption from the MOPR accorded to any such capacity
addition, provided that: (i) PJM’s capacity auction clears with a total MW level less than
the reliability requirement for the relevant Locational Deliverability Area; (ii) PJM
provides notice of a potential reliability issue that is expected to persist for that
Locational Deliverability Area, due to a capacity level falling below the reliability
requirement; and (iii) the reliability issue cannot be resolved without the acquisition of
new generation, or incremental generation, within the relevant area. The IMM argues
that, under these circumstances, it is appropriate that PJM’s capacity auction exclude
imports and existing generation in the relevant Locational Deliverability Area, given that
neither could resolve the issue. The IMM asserts that PJM’s independent findings would
preclude any need to protect against potential ulterior motives.27
34.
The IMM also requests changes with respect to exemption request review
procedures applicable to both PJM’s proposed competitive-entry exemption and proposed
self-supply exemption, as discussed below at section VI.B of this order.
35.
The Maryland Commission, the Maryland Energy Administration, the Joint
Consumer Advocates,28 and NRG object to PJM’s proposed competitive entry exemption.
The Joint Consumer Advocates argue that PJM’s proposed exemption intrudes upon the
27
28

See also comments of the Ohio Commission at 4-5.

The Joint Consumer Advocates are comprised of the following entities: New
Jersey Division of Rate Counsel; Maryland Office of People’s Counsel; Consumer
Advocate Division of West Virginia; Delaware Division of the Public Advocate; and
District of Columbia Office of People’s Counsel.
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historic and exclusive authority of the state to take direct action to ensure adequate supply
for the state’s customers. The Maryland Commission asserts that the proposed
exemption inappropriately targets state procurement processes undertaken in good faith
to assure reliability. The Maryland Commission adds that, even if a state agency (or PJM
itself) forecasts insufficient capacity, a state such as Maryland cannot take the steps
necessary to address that concern without potentially requiring customers to pay twice for
capacity. The Maryland Commission asserts that PJM has offered no evidence to suggest
that public policies implemented by states are illegitimate or an exercise of buyer market
power.
36.
The Maryland Commission further argues that by precluding from the
competitive-entry exemption any project acquired through a state procurement process
that discriminates against existing resources, a state will be able to develop new
incremental capacity only if it issues an RFP for 100 percent of the state’s load
obligation. The Maryland Commission adds that any lesser amount will almost certainly
be won by existing generators. The Ohio Commission similarly argues that states should
not be required, in an RFP, to invite participation by “existing resources,” as proposed,
because inviting such capacity to participate in a procurement request for new generation
would be illogical.
37.
The Maryland Commission, the New Jersey Board, CPV, and the Joint Consumer
Advocates also take issue with PJM’s proposed exemption to the extent it would preclude
certain preferences during the state procurement process. These intervenors note that,
under PJM’s proposal, a state procurement process will not be eligible for a competitiveentry exemption if, under that process, a resource is selected based on such
considerations as diversity of fuel type, health/environmental benefits, or economic
development. The Maryland Commission argues that these restrictions may cause a state
like Maryland to pay twice for capacity.
38.
CPV argues that the requirement that an RFP be objective and transparent is both
ill-defined and vague. NRG agrees, noting that PJM’s proposed tariff language tying its
exemption to the demonstration that the relevant state procurement proceeding is “nondiscriminatory” and “competitive” is ambiguous. NRG requests that PJM be required to
clarify whether, and to what extent, this standard will consider: (i) factors other than the
cost of the capacity procured in the auction; (ii) capacity market price suppression or
energy market savings; (iii) economic development, jobs, environmental benefits and
other ancillary non-capacity market issues; and (iv) geographic restrictions, including
how legitimate geographical restrictions may be determined.
39.
The Maryland Commission, the Maryland Energy Administration, the New Jersey
Board, the Illinois Commission and the Joint Consumer Advocates argue that PJM’s
proposed exemption will operate to impede states that have opted for competitive retail
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energy markets, while favoring states that continue to operate in reliance on vertically
integrated utilities.
40.
The Maryland Commission, CPV and the Joint Consumer Advocates argue that
PJM’s proposal fails to distinguish between certain permissible and impermissible
revenues, including PJM’s proposed exclusion of revenues attributable to construction or
clearing in the auction. The Joint Consumer Advocates note that the four nondisqualifying (i.e. permissible) revenue streams for self-supply resources, such as local
government incentives to locate facilities in a given town or county, are in fact tied to
construction of the resource. The Joint Consumer Advocates argue that, as such, PJM is
not actually distinguishing between revenues tied to clearing in the auction or
construction and revenues not tied to clearing in the auction or construction, but rather is
distinguishing between the retail regulatory context in which the arrangements are
entered. Joint Consumer Advocates argue, however, that such a distinction is unjustified,
given that restructured states have as great a need to advance public policies as nonrestructured states.29
41.
CPV objects to PJM’s proposed exemption to the extent it does not apply to
competitive power development entities operating under long-term contracts with an LSE
that recovers its costs through a non-bypasssable charge. CPV argues that the cost of
capital benefits attributable to such a contract should be treated no differently than the
benefits enjoyed by a city or a rural electric cooperative that have access to tax-exempt
debt, given that the benefits ultimately at issue, under any such arrangement, inures to the
ratepayer.
42.
The Joint Consumer Advocates argue that PJM should amend its proposed
exemption to reflect additional criteria that would be acceptable for consideration as part
of a state RFP process, including: (i) the offered capacity price; (ii) expected resource
availability; (iii) the extent to which a resource would reduce market concentration in a
Local Delivery Area; and/or (iv) the extent to which a resource would contribute to
meeting an applicable state target set forth in state law or adopted in a state utility
commission proceeding.30

29

The Joint Consumer Advocates add that the very same incentive (e.g. revenue to
locate facilities in a given city or county) will be treated differently depending on whether
a local government or a state grants the incentive.
30

The Joint Consumer Advocates identify as “state targets,” in this regard: (i) a
state capacity reserve margin requirement; (ii) a state resource-mix requirement; (iii) a
state renewable portfolio requirement; (iv) a state service-reliability requirement; or (v) a
brownfield-redevelopment or economic-development goal, as applicable to all or a
(continued…)
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43.
NRG objects to PJM’s proposal to exempt, from the MOPR, planned generation
resources certifying to PJM that their project is not entitled to receive non-market
revenues. NRG argues that a planned resource owned by a pure “merchant” should not
be permitted to suppress market clearing prices any more than a resource built pursuant to
a state contract. NRG adds that the Commission has already rejected this proposal, as
previously proposed by P3 as a “No-Subsidy Off-Ramp,” in the 2011 MOPR
proceeding,31 and reached a nearly identical conclusion in the context of NYISO’s
capacity market.32
44.
NRG also questions how a state’s auction process would be audited. NRG seeks
clarification that the results of such state-sponsored auctions will be made public and
filed with the Commission prior to PJM granting a MOPR exemption. NRG also
requests that PJM be required to make a public filing with the Commission if PJM
discovers that a resource incorrectly or fraudulently received a MOPR exemption.
45.
The Ohio Commission requests that PJM be directed to revise its proposed
documentation requirement, requiring that a seller provide, in its exemption request, “all
documentation” necessary to demonstrate that the exemption criteria are satisfied. 33 The
Ohio Commission argues that the need to provide “all documentation,” in this context, is
overly-broad and subjective, given that the additional corollary requirement that a sworn,
notarized certification of a duly authorized officer be provided should suffice in
demonstrating that a good faith request has been made.
46.
Finally, the Competitive Markets Coalition proposes clarifying language, at
proposed section 5.14(h)(7)(i), addressing a drafting error identified by PJM in its filing,
regarding the unintended, erroneous intent that “all” of several stated criteria must be
satisfied to qualify for PJM’s proposed competitive-entry exemption.34

portion of a state.
31

NRG protest at 13 (citing November 2011 MOPR Order, 137 FERC ¶ 61,145 at

P 75.
32

Id. at 14 (citing New York Independent System Operator, Inc., 124 FERC ¶
61,301 at P 29.
33
34

See PJM OATT, Attachment DD at proposed section 5.14(h)(8).

See PJM filing at 23, n. 53. The Competitive Markets Coalition proposes
clarifying language (and as shown in italics), providing that “No costs of the MOPR
Screened Generation Resource are recovered from customers either directly or indirectly
through a non-bypassable charge, except in the event that Sections 5.14(h)(7(ii) and (iii),
(continued…)
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PJM’s Answer

47.
PJM responds to intervenor arguments advocating a MOPR exemption for statesponsored projects of the sort supported by the Maryland Commission and the New
Jersey Board. PJM argues that the Commission has already recognized that a statesponsored project that is effectively directed to offer into PJM’s capacity market auctions
at a price below the state’s own determination of the net costs of the project presents a
clear risk of wholesale price suppression.35 PJM asserts that its proposed revisions do not
change this rule, but simply provide a more transparent and predictable process for its
implementation by describing measures a state can take to alleviate any concern it may
have that a given project will be a source of improper price suppression.
48.
PJM also responds to the clarifying tariff language proposed by the Competitive
Markets Coalition to correct the drafting error at proposed section 5.14(h)(7)(i), as
identified by PJM in its filing. PJM states that the revision proposed by Competitive
Markets Coalition would resolve the conflicting language.
49.
PJM also objects to the Ohio Commission’s and the IMM’s requests that a state
capacity procurement program that excludes existing resources be treated as eligible for a
MOPR exemption. PJM argues that a state procurement program that is explicitly
designed to be closed to all existing resources would fail to provide the high level of
confidence required that a state program meets a standard of competitiveness that is
comparable to PJM’s capacity market auctions. PJM adds that the better course is to
leave untouched the important principle that a state procurement process must be nondiscriminatory in order for wholesale price offers from its selected resources to be
afforded a MOPR exemption. PJM states that this approach is supported by the
Commission’s recent finding, in a case involving the NYISO, that a state agency
contracting process that awarded a power purchase agreement to a new plant was
discriminatory, given that the process at issue was limited to new resources.36
50.
Finally, PJM responds to NRG’s objection regarding PJM’s proposed requirement
that the state procurement process at issue in a MOPR exemption request must be
to the extent either or both are applicable to such resource, are satisfied linked to the
construction, or clearing in any RPM Auction, of the MOPR Screened Generation
Resource.”
35

PJM answer at 2 (citing April 2011 MOPR Order, 135 FERC ¶ 61,022 at PP
139, 141-43; November 2011 MOPR Order, 137 FERC ¶ 61,145 at PP 87-101).
36

PJM answer at 14 (citing Astoria Generating Co. L.P. v. N.Y. Indep. Sys.
Operator, Inc., 140 FERC ¶ 61,189 (2012)).
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“competitive and non-discriminatory.” PJM argues that while NRG characterizes this
standard as overly-broad, it is precisely this degree of breadth and flexibility that should
be afforded to a state under this standard.
4.

Additional Answers

51.
P3, in its answer, opposes the IMM’s proposed modifications to PJM’s proposed
competitive, non-discriminatory procurement exemption (a proposal, as summarized
above, that would permit the state to declare that a reliability issue exists and then initiate
a procurement process, subject to PJM’s unit-specific review). P3 argues that the IMM’s
proposal would enable the very behavior the MOPR is intended to prevent, given that it
would require a series of subjective determinations to be made on the basis of an
ambiguous standard and ultimately allow a state to engage in a discriminatory
procurement of capacity. P3 also challenges intervenors’ assertion that PJM’s proposed
exemption is unduly discriminatory against competitive retail energy markets. P3 argues
that while these arguments have been made by entities representing New Jersey and
Maryland, the similarly-situated retail choice states of Pennsylvania and Ohio generally
support PJM’s proposal and have not claimed discrimination.
52.
The Competitive Markets Coalition responds to the Maryland Commission’s
argument that PJM’s proposed exemption is unduly discriminatory to the extent that
competitive entry will focus on state initiatives, undertaken in a competitive retail access
environment. The Competitive Markets Coalition argues that there is nothing inherent
about retail access states that requires, or warrants, the use of discriminatory procurement
processes that eliminate existing resources from consideration.
5.

Commission Determination

53.
We accept PJM’s proposed categorical exemption for competitive-entry, subject to
conditions, as a just and reasonable modification to PJM’s MOPR process. We agree
with PJM that this proposed exemption will remove an unnecessary barrier to entry for
merchant projects and other projects that are procured on a competitive basis.
54.
Intervenors representing the interests of Maryland and New Jersey continue to
argue that the application of the MOPR, and the competitive-entry exemption in
particular, unlawfully interferes with the ability of states to both ensure adequate capacity
and pursue state policy objectives, including the procurement of cleaner generation
resources and economic development. We note, as a threshold matter, that we do not
intend here to pass judgment on state policies and objectives. Nonetheless, RPM is
designed to allow PJM to procure, on a least-cost basis, sufficient capacity to meet the
reliability needs of the entire region, including all of the states in PJM, on a three-year
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forward basis.37 Therefore, as the Commission made clear in the November 2011 Order,
we find it reasonable for an RTO to propose tariff provisions to ensure that subsidized
entry supported at the state level does not have the effect of disrupting the competitive
price signals that PJM’s wholesale capacity market protocols are designed to produce and
on which PJM’s market participants, region-wide, rely to attract sufficient capacity.38
55.
Several intervenors, including the Ohio Commission and the Joint Consumer
Advocates, argue that an RFP process should not be considered uncompetitive or
discriminatory—and thus a winning resource in such a process should be eligible for the
competitive entry exemption—if the process is available only to new resources. We
disagree and find that, consistent with our precedent, an RFP process available only to
new resources is discriminatory and will not necessarily procure the lowest cost
resources. Therefore, a resource resulting from such a process should not be eligible for
an exemption from buyer-side mitigation.39
56.
The purpose of RPM is to clear the least-cost set of resources needed to meet
reliability needs. The MOPR’s purpose is to protect the market from the exercise of
buyer-side market power. A resource selected in an open and non-discriminatory RFP
process is, by definition, the least-cost resource available, and thus does not raise buyerside market power concerns. Such a resource should clear in RPM. When a state or
another entity issuing an RFP discriminates between new and existing resources,
however, the RFP may no longer be acquiring the least-cost resource(s) available.
Allowing such a resource to bid into RPM as a price taker would violate the intent of the
MOPR to protect against the exercise of buyer-side market power.
57.
We also disagree with NRG’s characterization of PJM’s proposed exemption.
NRG argues that a purely merchant resource should not be permitted to suppress market
clearing prices any more than a resource built pursuant to a state contract. The
economics of a merchant resource, however, differ markedly from a resource built
pursuant to a state contract. Because a purely merchant generator places its own capital
at risk when it invests in a new resource, any such resource will have a strong incentive to
bid its true costs into the auction, and it will clear the market only when it is cost
effective. As such, a bid from a merchant project below Net CONE likely represents the
economics of that resource, and if it does not, the resource will not be able to recover its
costs. The purpose of the MOPR, however, is not to protect a merchant resource from
37

November 2011 MOPR Order, 137 FERC ¶ 61,145 at P 89.

38

Id. P 3, 89-90.

39

See Astoria Generating Co. L.P. v. N.Y. Indep. Sys. Operator, 140 FERC ¶
61,189 at P 135 (2012).
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making a poor investment decision with its own capital. By contrast, a resource built
pursuant to a state contract will likely remain indifferent to actual RPM clearing prices
because of its guaranteed revenue stream from the state, and such a resource can
therefore remain in the market long-term even if its sell offer does not reflect its
competitive costs.
58.
As PJM states in its answer, the actions of one state in a multi-state RTO like PJM
can have a significant impact on wholesale prices affecting loads in other states.40 For
this reason, we support PJM’s proposal to use caution when determining whether
resources developed through one state’s procurement process should receive an
exemption from the MOPR. To receive this exemption, any such state process must
maintain a level of openness and competitiveness comparable to RPM itself.
Nevertheless, we reiterate that failing to qualify for this exemption does not mean that a
resource cannot participate in RPM or that it will automatically be mitigated to the full
cost of new entry. We find only that such a resource may not receive a categorical
exemption from the MOPR. Any such resource will still have the ability to have its
individual net costs reviewed through the unit-specific review process, as discussed
below at section VI.C of this order.
59.
We disagree with the IMM’s argument that a limited reliability exception is
appropriate when PJM identifies an “immediate, local reliability issue … that existing or
imported capacity cannot solve.”41 Under these limited circumstances, the IMM
proposes that a state should be permitted to conduct a procurement process for new
resources only, and that the resulting resource should be eligible to receive an exemption
from the MOPR. We agree with PJM that such a limited exception is not necessary.
Nothing in the record suggests that PJM is ill-equipped to fulfill its duty to ensure
adequate capacity for the entire PJM region. Moreover, one of the requirements for the
IMM’s proposed reliability exception is that the PJM capacity auction clear with a total
MW level less than the reliability requirement of the relevant Locational Deliverability
Area. PJM’s demand curve, however, is structured such that when the auction clears less
than the reliability requirement, the price will be higher than Net CONE, and thus, higher
than the default offer floor under the MOPR.42
40

See PJM answer at 13.

41

See IMM comments at 2.

42

See PJM OATT at Attachment DD, section 5.10(a). Thus, the offer floor would
not prevent any resource from clearing in the auction that the IMM’s proposal would
exempt; any resource that would clear under the IMM’s proposal could have cleared
without the IMM’s proposed exemption.
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60.
As PJM acknowledges in its filing, the proposed tariff language approved by
PJM’s stakeholders appears to differ, inadvertently, in a material respect relating to the
competitive entry exemption for resources procured through a state-sponsored
procurement process, by imposing independent criteria that are in inherent conflict, at
proposed sections 5.14(h)(7)(i) and (ii).43 We agree with PJM that a resource procured
through a procurement process that is deemed competitive and non-discriminatory should
be eligible for this exemption, even if the state imposes a non-bypassable charge on its
loads linked to the project clearing in the RPM auction or construction. We therefore
accept PJM’s proposed exemption for competitive entry subject to PJM’s submission of
proposed tariff language, in its compliance filing, consistent with this discussion.
61.
We further condition our acceptance of PJM’s proposed exemption on PJM
submitting, in its compliance filing, revised tariff language removing any allowance
permitting competitive entry exemption applicants to seek, in the first instance, a
Commission determination that a state-sponsored procurement process meets the
competitive and non-discriminatory standard. We find that, consistent with our prior
rulings with respect to the unit-specific review process, PJM and the IMM are better
suited to make any such determination in the first instance. We note that all parties
maintain their section 206 rights to challenge any unjust and unreasonable outcome with
the Commission.
62.
Finally, intervenors argue that the competitive entry exemption, when combined
with the self-supply exemption, unfairly discriminates against restructured states such as
New Jersey and Maryland. We address this matter below in our analysis of PJM’s
proposed exemption for self-supply, but we note that the retention of the unit-specific
review process should mitigate this concern..
B.

Self-Supply Exemption
1.

PJM’s Proposal

63.
PJM proposes a MOPR exemption for certain self-supplying LSEs whose longstanding business models include such self-supply arrangements,44 and who do not “buy”
substantially more capacity in PJM’s capacity auction, via PJM’s procurement protocols,
43

See PJM filing at 23, n. 53 (noting that subsection 7(i) bars non-bypassable
charges tied to clearing or construction while subsection 7(ii) permits arrangements to
support cost recovery for projects selected in a state procurement process that is
competitive and non-discriminatory – and provision further provides that all criteria must
be satisfied).
44

See PJM OATT, Attachment DD at proposed section 5.14(h)(6)(vi).
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than they clear or sell as capacity supply (i.e., they are not significantly “net-short”), and
who, conversely, do not clear or sell substantially more capacity than they “buy” (i.e.,
they are not significantly “net-long”). PJM asserts that these net-short/net-long positions
may give an LSE the incentive to offer capacity into PJM’s capacity auction at a level
intended to depress market clearing prices and therefore need to be barred, subject to the
thresholds discussed below.
64.
With respect to PJM’s proposed net-short limitations, PJM proposes the following
maximum net-short thresholds by customer type: (i) 150 MW for a single-customer LSE;
(ii) 1,000 MW for a public power entity; (iii) 1,800 MW for a multi-state public power
entity, based on a PJM region-wide assessment (or 1,000 MW for three specified
Locational Deliverability Areas); or (iv) 20 percent of the LSE’s RPM reliability
requirement for an investor-owned LSE. PJM asserts that these thresholds are
appropriate, i.e., that being net-short for these LSEs at the levels specified under PJM’s
proposal is in the ordinary course of these LSEs’ businesses, based on PJM’s review of
confidential portfolio information. PJM notes that, as part of its review process, it
interviewed the relevant LSEs regarding their respective: (i) multi-year business cycles;
(ii) methods for managing load forecast uncertainty; (iii) approach to managing varying
term lengths for bilateral contracts; (iv) risk management approach for customer
switching; and (v) resource planning. PJM states that its proposed thresholds for selfsupply entities are based on actual, current portfolio positions in the market.
65.
With respect to PJM’s proposed net-long limitations, PJM proposes a graduated
net-long scale, based on “estimated capacity obligations” (calculated on a three-year
average basis along with specified criteria to determine which end-use customers to
include) and the following maximum net-long thresholds: (i) 70 MW for an estimated
capacity obligation less than 500 MW; (ii) 15 percent of the LSE’s estimated capacity
obligation for an estimated capacity obligation greater than or equal to 500 MW and less
than 5,000 MW; (iii) 750 MW for an estimated capacity obligation greater than or equal
to 5,000 MW and less than 15,000 MW; (iv) 1,000 MW for an estimated capacity
obligation greater than or equal to 15,000 MW and less than 25,000 MW; and (v) four
percent of the LSE’s estimated capacity obligation capped at 1,300 MW for an estimated
capacity obligation greater than or equal to 25,000 MW. PJM states that these proposed
thresholds are appropriate because they will serve to limit a self-supply entity from
substantially overbuilding while recognizing that the addition of a large resource that may
be efficiently sized to accommodate the LSE’s long-term needs may put the LSE in a netlong position at the beginning of the resource’s life.
66.
PJM also proposes to limit the LSEs that will be eligible for its proposed
exemption to: (i) cooperative and municipal utilities;45 (ii) vertically integrated utilities;46
45

PJM proposes that such LSEs include public power supply entities and joint
(continued…)
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and (iii) single customer LSEs serving, at retail, only customers that are under the LSE’s
common control. PJM also proposes to bar from its exemption a self-supply project that
has cost or revenue advantages “that are irregular or anomalous, that do not reflect armslength transactions, or that are not in the ordinary course of the self-supply LSE’s
business,” absent a demonstration that the costs or revenues are consistent with the
overall objectives of the self-supply exemption.47 PJM also proposes that its self-supply
exemption not apply to the extent the LSE has an arrangement for any payments or
subsidies that are specifically tied to the LSE clearing its project in PJM’s capacity
auction, or to the construction of its project.
67.
PJM also proposes to require LSEs to submit a sworn, notarized statement from its
duly authorized officer certifying that the information submitted to PJM and the IMM in
support of the LSE’s exemption request is true and correct, that the generation resource
that is the subject of the exemption request will be part of the LSE’s owned and
contracted capacity, that the LSE has disclosed all material facts and that the market
seller satisfies the criteria for the exemption.48 Finally, PJM proposes tariff revisions
authorizing PJM to take certain actions, including the revocation of an exemption, if it
reasonably believes that a previously-granted self-supply exemption was based on the
submission of fraudulent or material misrepresentations or omissions.49

action agencies.
46

PJM proposes to define a vertically integrated utility as a “utility that owns
generation, includes such generation in its regulated rates, and earns a regulated return on
its investment in such generation.”
47

See PJM OATT, Attachment DD at proposed section 5.14(h)(6)(i). PJM’s
proposed revisions enumerate four different types of such costs or revenues that an LSE
often may secure for its project, and that do not raise price suppression concerns, namely:
(i) incentives a project might receive from a town or county to locate in that vicinity; (ii)
revenues to an investor-owned utility attributable to inclusion of the costs of the project
in regulated rates, as planned consistent with the LSE’s most recent retail regulatoraccepted integrated resource plan; (iii) cost or revenue advantages associated with the
LSE’s long-standing business model, such as tax preferences, or municipal or cooperative
member customers; and (iv) incentives for general industrial development.
48

As noted above, PJM proposes to require a similar LSE certification, as
applicable to PJM’s proposed categorical exemption for competitive-entry.
49

PJM’s proposed revisions would apply to both the supply exemption and
competitive-entry exemption, as discussed above.
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68.
Finally, PJM notes that its existing MOPR does not require that PJM notify
stakeholders that a MOPR exemption has been requested, given that the receipt, approval,
or denial of such a request is currently treated as confidential in its entirety. PJM argues,
however, that these existing procedures fail to promote a reasonable level of
transparency. Accordingly, PJM proposes to post the aggregate MW quantity of all selfsupply exemption requests and such exemptions granted, for each delivery year, at least
60 days prior to conducting its base residual auction for that year.50 PJM argues that
these disclosure requirements are appropriate because they are limited in scope such that
the identity of the market participant who submitted the exemption request and related
offer remains masked to ensure that no single participant’s data can be isolated and
identified by other market participants. PJM adds that, as such, the market sensitive
nature of market participants’ data will remain protected from being gleaned by third
parties who may seek to ascertain their bidding strategies to gain an unfair advantage.51
2.

Responsive Pleadings

69.
Comments generally supportive of PJM’s proposed exemption were filed by
Dominion, PJM-ICC, AMP, ODEC, the Competitive Markets Coalition, Duke, P3, and
the Pennsylvania Commission. Dominion argues that under PJM’s existing MOPR, an
LSE such as Dominion can receive state approval for a self-supply project and begin
construction, only to have that plant’s offer price mitigated. Dominion argues that, under
these circumstances, i.e., if its resource cannot clear, its retail customers will be denied a
capacity credit applicable to the capacity charge reflected in their retail rates, with PJM
then required to procure a comparable amount of capacity for which Dominion’s

50

See PJM OATT, Attachment DD at proposed section 5.11. PJM states that after
an RPM auction has cleared, and as soon as is feasible, PJM will post: (i) the aggregate
MW quantity requested and granted in the self-supply exemption category in the Eastern
Mid-Atlantic Area Council (EMAAC), Mid-Atlantic Area Council (MAAC), and
collectively for all Locational Deliverability Areas; (ii) the aggregate MW quantity
cleared in the RPM auction for the self-supply exemption category; and (iii) the
aggregate MW quantity of self-supply exemptions requested and granted for any
Locational Deliverability Area other than those specified in the preceding clause, if the
Locational Deliverability Area has more than four new generation projects in the
generation interconnection queue that could have offered into the applicable RPM
auction and the Locational Deliverability Area had a separate Variable Resource
Requirement Curve posted for the applicable RPM auction. Id.
51

As summarized in section VI.A of this order, above, PJM proposes a similar
disclosure policy, as applicable to competitive-entry exemption requests.
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customers will also be responsible, i.e., they will be required to pay twice.52 Dominion
argues that PJM’s proposed self-supply exemption appropriately addresses this problem.
PJM-ICC argues that PJM’s proposed exemption will appropriately accommodate
various self-supply arrangements that large industrial customers may employ to meet
their power supply requirements. AMP argues that because of the business models
employed by municipal LSEs, there is little if any opportunity for such LSEs to build
generation for market manipulation reasons. AMP adds that PJM’s proposed net-short
and net-long criteria also effectively deter buyer side market manipulation. ODEC agrees
that PJM’s proposed exemption will allow self-supplying LSEs to make investment
decisions with greater assurance that its resources will not be subject to the MOPR.
70.
The IMM, while generally supportive of PJM’s proposed exemption as it would
apply to public power entities, recommends continued evaluation of this aspect of PJM’s
exemption after it becomes effective. The IMM objects, however, to PJM’s proposal as it
relates to vertically integrated utilities, arguing that exempting such LSE’s self-supply
improperly discriminates against merchant competitors with whom the vertically
integrated LSE is competing, within its service territory, and further discriminates against
other utilities located in states where retail restructuring has occurred.
71.
With respect to exemption request review procedures applicable to both PJM’s
proposed self-supply exemption (addressed here) and competitive-entry exemption
(addressed supra at section VI.A), the IMM supports a more flexible, extended review
period, as may be required.53 The IMM also recommends eliminating the existing
provision allowing for a grant of an exemption if PJM does not provide its determination
within 65 days of the exemption request.54 In addition, the IMM recommends a revision
to PJM’s existing fraud provision clarifying that PJM has the discretion to take action, as
currently authorized, even if the suspected fraud is directed to the IMM and not directly
52

AMP makes a similar argument, noting that a municipal utility, without
assurance that long-term arrangements can be used to meet all or a portion of its capacity
obligation, would face the prospect of simultaneously paying for the resource it secured
on its own while also purchasing capacity from PJM to meet its resource adequacy
obligation.
53

The IMM thus recommends deletion of the requirement that requests for
additional documentation not extend the deadline by which PJM or the IMM issue their
determinations. See PJM OATT, Attachment DD at section 5.14(h)(8)(i). The IMM
adds that an IMM determination for an early request should not begin to run until a
complete request has been received.
54

PJM OATT, Attachment DD at section 5.14(h)(8)(i).
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to PJM.55 The IMM further recommends that the supporting documentation that PJM
and/or the IMM will be authorized to require in the exemption application process should
include additional information, as may be specified in the PJM Manuals.
72.
LS Power, NRG, FirstEnergy, the Joint Consumer Advocates, the New Jersey
Board, and the IMM argue that PJM’s proposed exemption fails to justify why a
vertically integrated utility should be eligible for the exemption. The New Jersey Board
argues that PJM’s proposed rule change unjustifiably allows states retaining jurisdiction
over vertically integrated utilities to order the development of new gas-fired generation
resources and receive a blanket MOPR exemption, irrespective of any impact this new
entry may have on capacity market prices.
73.
NRG argues that PJM’s proposed exemption is unjustified, given that PJM’s
capacity procurement rules allow such an LSE to satisfy its capacity obligations through
the Fixed Resource Requirement (FRR) alternative, without risk of being mitigated under
the MOPR.56 NRG adds that the FRR alternative is carefully crafted to insulate marketparticipants from any price effects caused by self-supply. NRG asserts that PJM’s
proposed exemption would eliminate the existing incentive to choose the FRR
alternative, the effect of which would lead to a flood of capacity additions intended to
suppress capacity prices. The IMM argues that the availability of the FRR option is
sufficient for vertically integrated utilities who do not want to fully participate in
competitive markets, as it provides sufficient accommodation for jurisdictions that are not
restructured and want to pursue some form of integrated resource planning under cost of
service regulation.
74.
Dayton also objects to PJM’s proposed exemption. Dayton notes that, under
PJM’s exemption, an entity that is eligible for the self-supply exemption must have a load
that is roughly balanced against the amount of generation it owns or controls. Dayton
argues, however, that intent and impact should be considered as factors in applying any
rule designed to protect market participants from market power abuse.
75.
Dayton also argues that PJM’s proposed exemption for self-supply should be
proportional across all exemption categories and should not vary in size from categoryto-category. Dayton notes that there are existing rules set forth in PJM’s OATT, as
applicable to the FRR alternative, that could be appropriately modified and applied for
scaling any MOPR exemption approved in this proceeding.
55
56

Id. at section 5.14(h)(9).

LS Power comments at 3, citing PJM Reliability Assurance Agreement at
Schedule 8.1.
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76.
NRG argues that PJM’s proposed exemption is also inconsistent with the
Commission’s orders finding that an exemption for self-supply is unduly discriminatory
relative to other planned generation and provides an unwarranted opportunity to exercise
buyer-side market power.57 NRG further argues that no public power entity will trigger
PJM’s proposed net-short provisions, meaning that they will all receive an exemption
from the MOPR, and that the exemption will cause significant harm to the market.58
77.
FirstEnergy argues that PJM has failed to explain why demand-side market power
should not be mitigated in the same manner as supply-side market power. In addition,
FirstEnergy argues that PJM’s proposed “net-short” and “net-long” thresholds are
arbitrary, provide ample opportunity for gaming and evasion, are not likely to provide
any meaningful limit on the potential for the exercise of market power, and are
inconsistent with Commission precedent. FirstEnergy asserts that PJM has not provided
any data regarding the development of the specific net-short and net-long thresholds, any
economic analysis to support the reasonableness of the threshold levels for self-supply
LSEs to qualify for an exemption, any indication of how much exempt capacity could
actually enter the market in a given year, or any economic analysis illustrating the
possible impacts on the market of self-supply LSEs dumping zero-priced capacity into
the market.
78.
FirstEnergy states that the Commission has found that defining the net-short
position can involve significant complications and evasion of the requirement can come
in many forms, including some unforeseen, and any attempts to refine the provision “may
simply lead to further opportunities for gaming.”59 FirstEnergy contends that it is
undisputed that, due to the relatively steep slope of the RPM demand curve, even very
small changes in supply can have significant impacts on the price estimates and that an
57

NRG comments at 9-10 (citing April 2011 MOPR Order, 135 FERC 61,022 at P
192 and ISO New England, Inc., 135 FERC ¶ 61,029 at P 232 (2011)). See also New
Jersey Board protest at 40; FirstEnergy protest at 7-8.
58

NRG notes, for example, that in the SWMAAC Locational Deliverability Area,
a swing of 1,195 MW could significantly affect prices, where four Maryland public
power entities account for approximately 1,400 MW of the area’s reliability requirement,
giving these four collectively more than enough latitude to suppress prices through the
addition of new capacity. NRG further notes that Dominion could be short up to 4,000
MW – 2.4 percent of the region-wide capacity requirement – and still receive a MOPR
exemption.
59

FirstEnergy protest at 12-13 (citing April 2011 MOPR Order, 135 FERC ¶
61022 at P 90).
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addition of only 500 MW of zero-priced supply, which is well within the threshold
requirements, to the EMAAC Locational Deliverability Area would decrease prices by
approximately 29 percent. FirstEnergy contends that very small changes in capacity
supply in PJM can affect the clearing price substantially and that the proposal does not
include any aggregate threshold levels, so multiple exemptions for self-supply LSEs
could seriously harm the market.
79.
FirstEnergy argues that PJM’s proposed exemption will harm PJM’s capacity
market, noting that if all potentially exempt LSEs were to self-supply new capacity to
account for their net-short positions, nearly 18,000 MW could be added to the market in a
single year, and that if these LSEs were to maximize their net-long positions, as allowed,
an additional 3,000 MW could be added.
3.

PJM’s Answer

80.
PJM responds to intervenor arguments that the 2011 MOPR orders considered, but
rejected, proposed categorical exemptions for self-supply and that, as such, a self-supply
exemption cannot be “re-litigated” here. PJM argues that its proposed exemption is not
the broad exemption the Commission declined to adopt in the 2011 MOPR proceeding.60
PJM asserts, rather, that its proposed exemption for self-supply is carefully circumscribed
by limits on how net-short, and how net-long, a requesting market participant may be, as
well as express rules on the types of costs and revenues that will disqualify a project from
receiving a MOPR exemption.
81.
PJM adds, moreover, that the 2011 MOPR orders did find that a MOPR exemption
can recognize projects that embody traditional business models, or that have costs and
revenues that are not anomalous.61 PJM submits that its proposed exemption for selfsupply simply proposes to implement a prior authorization, by defining the types of
projects contemplated by PJM’s existing rules addressing “traditional business model”
allowances, i.e., to treat as eligible for an exemption projects developed as self-supply by
municipals, cooperative utilities, and vertically integrated utilities operating under
integrated resource plans developed under state-approved rules.
82.
PJM responds to the IMM’s proposed revisions to PJM’s proposed procedures
governing IMM/PJM review of exemption requests. First, PJM objects to the IMM’s
proposed deletion of a requirement, at section 5.14(h)(8)(i), specifying that when PJM or
the IMM request additional information from market sellers to review their exemption
60

PJM answer at 3 (citing April 2011 MOPR Order, 135 FERC ¶ 61,022 at PP
191-97 and November 2011 MOPR Order, 137 FERC ¶ 61,145 at PP 204-10).
61

Id. (citing November 2011 MOPR Order, 137 FERC ¶ 61,145 at P 245).
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requests, any such request “will not extend the deadline by which [PJM] or the [IMM]
must provide their determinations of the exemption request.” PJM argues that this
requirement appropriately gives the market seller assurance that, if it requests a MOPR
exception, it will receive a definitive response within a time-certain.
83.
PJM also responds to IMM’s proposed deletion of a requirement, at section
5.14(h)(8)(ii), providing that if PJM “does not provide its determination by no later than
[65] days of receipt of the exemption request, the exemption request shall be deemed
granted.” PJM argues that this proposed provision appropriately gives market
participants assurance that the parties responsible for processing exemption requests will
process those requests in a timely manner.
4.

Additional Answers

84.
The PJM Load Group responds to NRG’s argument that PJM’s proposed
exemption for self-supply will adversely impact market clearing prices and is contrary to
economic theory, and good market design. The PJM Load Group argues that the purpose
of the MOPR is to protect against artificial price suppression while not impeding the
efforts of LSEs choosing to procure or build capacity under long-standing business
models.
85.
The PJM Load Group also responds to the arguments raised by FirstEnergy and
NRG, regarding the asserted adequacy of PJM’s FRR alternative, in lieu of PJM’s
proposed self-supply exemption. The PJM Load Group argues that the FRR option is
poorly-suited for most municipals, cooperative utilities, and vertically-integrated utilities
within PJM as a method to meet load-serving obligations, for all the reasons previously
briefed by these entities in the 2011 MOPR proceeding.
86.
The PJM Load Group objects to exemption request review revisions proposed by
the IMM, characterizing the IMM’s proposed revisions as an attempt to give the IMM an
expanded opportunity to propound information requests on the entity submitting an
exemption request. The PJM Load Group argues that the changes, if adopted, would
upset the careful balance between the IMM’s and PJM’s rights to seek additional
information and the requesting entity’s entitlement to a time-limited review. The PJM
Load Group adds that, while the IMM and PJM should have the ability to request
additional information, when necessary, any such follow-ups should occur in a timely
manner and should not serve to extend the determination deadline.
5.

Deficiency Letter Responses
a.

PJM’s Responses

87.
We summarize, below, PJM’s responses to the Deficiency Letter’s questions
regarding PJM’s proposed self-supply exemption.
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88.
In response to the Deficiency Letter’s request that PJM provide the basis
supporting the development of each net-short and net-long threshold for each customer
class, PJM explains that its proposed thresholds were proposed by stakeholders and
reviewed by PJM. PJM adds that its proposed net-short thresholds are well below the
levels at which uneconomic entry would become profitable, and notes that, rather than
attempting to determine the different thresholds with precision, PJM’s aim was to
reasonably balance the need to protect the market with the need to accommodate normal
business operations. PJM states that it carefully reviewed confidential portfolio
information and confirmed that, at the proposed net-short levels, LSEs were acting within
the ordinary course of business. PJM states that it also gathered information from its
interviews with individual LSEs regarding their multi-year business cycles, their methods
for managing load forecasts, their managing of bilateral contracts, and their risk
management approach for customer switching and resource planning.
89.
PJM states that its proposed 150 MW net-short threshold for single customer LSEs
reflects the fact that any single end-use site in PJM could choose to rely on RPM for 100
percent of its needs. PJM states that, as such, a 150 MW threshold corresponds to the
largest industrial end-user in PJM. PJM states that substantial or even exclusive reliance
on RPM to meet resource needs should be accommodated as long as the self-supply
LSE’s historical practice demonstrates that such a reliance is part of its established
business model and the resulting net-short amount is small enough to make uneconomic
entry unprofitable.
90.
In support of its proposed 1000 MW threshold for a single-state public power
entity, PJM states that the largest public power LSEs in PJM serve loads of
approximately 3000 MWs and that these entities typically meet a large share of this
obligation through PJM’s capacity auctions. PJM adds that that the larger 1800 MW
threshold for a multi-state public power entity recognizes that the entity presently
qualifying for this category has historically relied on RPM for significantly more than
1000 MWs of its capacity needs. In support of its proposal to apply a 20 percent netshort threshold for vertically integrated utilities, PJM states that such a threshold will
accommodate variations from time to time in RPM obligations and resource portfolios.
PJM notes that these types of resources typically build, purchase, and contract for the vast
majority of their capacity needs.
91.
In support of its proposed net-long criteria, PJM states that its proposed levels are
reasonable, given that they will both limit the incentive to overbuild while recognizing
that an LSE may temporarily be in a net-long position at the beginning of a large
resource’s life.
92.
PJM also responds to the Deficiency Letter’s request that PJM provide a study
identifying the minimum amount of non-self-supply that would render subsidies costeffective for load serving entities of different sizes, and a separate analysis for each
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Locational Deliverability Area that has a separate Variable Resource Requirement Curve
and for the unconstrained portion of the RTO.62 PJM states that, as requested, it
performed an analysis to determine the minimum net-short quantities at which the benefit
to an LSE of a clearing price reduction for its capacity purchases would outweigh the cost
to the LSE of a unit offered at an uneconomic price. PJM states that for the variety of
scenarios requested, it looked at the cost to the LSE (i.e. the cost of the new entry
resource less the offsetting revenue from the RPM capacity payments) and the benefit to
the LSE (i.e. the reduction in the LSE’s cost to serve its non-self-supply load). PJM adds
that it used the auction results from last year’s base residual auction, adding hypothetical
uneconomic new entry offers at $0 per MW/day through sensitivity analyses. PJM states
that, as such, its analysis used the actual demand curves and supply offers from last
year’s auction. PJM adds that it performed this analysis for the unconstrained portion of
PJM as well as all of the Locational Deliverability Areas that had a separate Variable
Resource Requirement Curve in the last base residual auction, with the exception of a
few zones that either have no vertically integrated utilities and/or significant public power
entities or that PJM considered unlikely to separate in future auctions. PJM also states
that the supply curve has become more elastic, i.e. gradual, in the last three years.
93.
PJM states that its analysis considered a hypothetical 150 MW combustion turbine
plant and a 600 MW combined cycle plant in the unconstrained portion of PJM. PJM
chose plants of this size for its study because they are typical sizes for the types of plants
to which the MOPR will apply. By comparing the LSE’s capacity payment without new
entry to the LSE’s capacity payment with new entry (plus the new entry resource cost),
PJM concludes that an uneconomic entry strategy would become profitable for a 150
MW combustion turbine in the unconstrained portion of PJM somewhere between a netshort position of 19,350 MW and 19,850 MW. PJM asserts that the profitability range
for a 600 MW combined cycle unit would fall between a net-short position of 14,40014,900 MW.63 PJM performed similar analyses for the other Locational Deliverability
62

The Commission Staff’s question also directed PJM to assume that in
determining whether subsidizing uneconomic entry is cost-effective, an LSE would
compare: (i) the additional cost from the subsidy, with (ii) the benefit, i.e., the reduction
in the LSE’s bill resulting from purchasing the non-self-supplied portion of its capacity
requirement from RPM. The question further directs PJM to assume that the benefit
depends on the reduction in the price resulting from the subsidized entry (as dependent on
the slope of the applicable Variable Resource Requirement Curve for the applicable
Locational Deliverability Area and the size of the Locational Deliverability Area), and
the amount of non-self-supplied capacity purchased by the LSE.
63

The proposed net-short threshold for multi-state public power entities is 1,800
MW for the unconstrained portion of PJM. PJM tested its proposed 1,800 MW threshold
for multi-state public power entities using the same analysis and determined that a
(continued…)
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Areas. PJM notes that in MAAC, for example, an uneconomic entry strategy for a 150
MW combustion turbine unit becomes profitable somewhere between a net-short position
of 7,350-7,850 MW. For a 600 MW combined cycle unit, the range is 3,900-4,400 MW.
In SWMAAC, meanwhile, an uneconomic entry strategy with a 600 MW combined cycle
unit becomes profitable at a net-short position between 1,100-1,200 MW.
94.
PJM also responds to the Deficiency Letter’s request that PJM explain: (i)
whether PJM’s proposal allows resources to evade the net-short threshold, and thus
receive a MOPR exemption, by contracting for capacity on a short-term basis; and (ii)
whether an LSE that meets the net-short threshold, in part, or in whole, with short-term
contracts, would have an incentive to reduce the RPM price by subsidizing uneconomic
entry, and if so, what the minimum contract term should be in order to remove this
incentive. PJM asserts that this contracting issue raises no concerns that would
undermine its proposal. PJM notes that an LSE’s capacity obligation is calculated based
on a three-year average basis, and that a strategy using short-term contracts would present
significant risks to the party contemplating uneconomic entry. PJM states that given that
uneconomic new entry within its proposed net-short thresholds will likely be
unprofitable, an attempt to support uneconomic entry through short-term contracts would
likely prove unprofitable for the first few years. PJM argues that, as such, the LSE would
be required to bet, in effect, that its uneconomic new entry would reduce prices four years
into the future by a sufficient amount to make up for the initial, unprofitable years. PJM
asserts that the risk entailed in any such strategy renders its potential use unlikely.
95.
PJM also responds to the Deficiency Letter request that PJM explain why a
resource associated with an LSE that does not qualify for the self-supply exemption
should not be entitled an exemption, if it otherwise meets the relevant net-short and netlong thresholds, and why a non-self-supply LSE that meets these thresholds would still
have an incentive to reduce the RPM auction clearing price. PJM notes that there are
material differences between the types of traditional business models the self-supply
exemption is designed to address and the restructured market context on which the
MOPR is otherwise focused. PJM states that the traditional business model of the entities
eligible for the self-supply exemption focuses on the development of both a long-term
supply plan and integrated resource plan to serve in an economically responsible and
reliable manner the customers that the LSE has traditionally served and reasonably
expects to serve.
resource that is net-short 1,800 MW would not profit from an uneconomic entry strategy
with a 600 MW resource. PJM’s proposed threshold for an investor-owned LSE is 20
percent of the LSE’s reliability requirement. PJM adds that a similar strategy would also
be unprofitable for a 600 MW resource at a net-short position of 4,000 MW, which is 20
percent of the approximate size of the largest vertically integrated utility LSE in PJM.
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96.
PJM states that an uneconomic new entry strategy by a self-supply entity poses a
substantial risk of increasing its net costs. PJM states that, as such, it is unlikely that
these entities would either develop or depend upon risky strategies to address the nonself-supply portion of their portfolio. PJM adds that governmental entities, especially in
restructured states, do not fit this model. PJM notes that states like New Jersey and
Maryland have restructured their retail mechanisms and have opened the retail market to
competition, leaving the majority of their states’ power supplies to depend upon market
forces. PJM argues that this market structure provides significant incentives for a state to
target subsidies at new entry to lower RPM prices. PJM notes that the LCAPP program
in New Jersey, for example, was intended to benefit the loads connected to the four
electric distribution companies in the state, with the cost of the program recovered via
non-bypassable charges. PJM states that the loads required to pay these charges would
benefit from a reduction in the clearing price, and that the large amount of load affected
by the clearing price is far above PJM’s proposed net-short thresholds.
97.
PJM asserts that the net-short criteria proposed for the self-supply exemption
cannot be applied effectively in retail-choice states. PJM states that an assessment of
costs/benefits to an uneconomic entry strategy would have to look at the entire state and
not an individual LSE because a state approach, if designed effectively, would benefit the
entire state in question but would not necessarily benefit each particular LSE in the state.
PJM further notes that LSEs in traditionally regulated states are subject to state regulatory
reviews of integrated resource plans, which typically involve a long-term planning
horizon. PJM argues that, as such, a short-term gain through the exercise of buyer-side
market power is likely to appear as a less attractive option over the long-term planning
horizon. In addition, the guaranteed return on equity for LSEs in traditionally regulated
states mitigates the need to engage in a strategy of uneconomic entry, PJM argues, and
such entities can face cost recovery prudence disallowances if they pursue uneconomic
new entry, providing another strong disincentive.
b.

Intervenors’ Responses

98.
FirstEnergy argues that PJM has failed to provide a study, as contemplated by
Commission Staff’s request, that would support PJM’s proposed thresholds, including a
separate analysis for each Locational Deliverability Area that has a separate Variable
Resource Requirement Curve and for the unconstrained portion of PJM. FirstEnergy
asserts that what was required, in response, was the submission of data, methodologies,
assumptions, and conclusions that would allow for the verification of PJM’s results.
FirstEnergy asserts that, regardless, PJM’s selective analysis of the self-supply’s
exemption’s effect on only one base residual auction is insufficient support for PJM’s
proposed exemption and failed to consider how market participants’ decisions could be
impacted by PJM’s proposal. In addition, FirstEnergy states that PJM failed to analyze
the effect on the market of more than one new resource from either a single or multiple
self-supply LSE offering in the same base residual auction. FirstEnergy also argues that
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PJM’s response to the Deficiency Letter has not demonstrated that the self-supply
exemption will not significantly harm the ATSI region.
99.
EKPC argues that as a winter-peaking participant in RPM, it would be
disadvantaged by PJM’s proposed screening calculations, which are based only on
summer peak demands. EKPC argues that, as such, the Commission should require PJM
to revise its proposed definition of an LSE’s capacity obligation, as applicable to the selfsupply exemption, to account for different peak-load patterns among LSEs. EKPC
requests that PJM use the LSE’s own annual peak. PJM agrees that the Tariff should be
revised to recognize the annual peak of a winter-peaking self-supply entity.
100. PJM Load Group asserts that the net-short and net-long position criteria for
vertically integrated utilities provides an appropriate bright-line test, consistent with
historical vertically integrated utility practices. PJM Load Group further states that the
self-supply exemption is not a blanket exemption and requires resources from vertically
integrated utilities to be planned consistent with the integrated resource plans that have
10-15 year planning time requirements, and can only be approved by a state regulatory
authority before resources can be added. PJM Load Group asserts that the integrated
resource plan, and its regulatory approval, suggest that the historical vertically integrated
utility business practices do not consider impacts of resources on remaining open and
uncertain market positions and thus, the integrated resource plan removes the vertically
integrated utility’s resource’s supply mix from short-term procurement decisions. PJM
Load Group argues that despite the state oversight and long-term planning nature that the
integrated resource plan provides, the vertically integrated utility does not have an
economic reason to acquire resources above the amount allowed in the integrated
resource plan. PJM Load Group asserts that, like vertically integrated utilities, public
power utilities cannot benefit from a strategy that attempts to affect PJM’s auction prices.
101. On the issue of supply curve elasticity, the IMM explains that elasticity can be
expected to vary, with high elasticity at the lower prices and inelasticity at the higher
prices. The IMM adds that whether the market clears at an elastic or inelastic portion of
the supply curve should not determine whether the MOPR is necessary, nor does it justify
an exemption applicable to vertically integrated utilities.
102. Joint Consumer Advocates and the New Jersey Board argue that PJM’s proposal
would allow utility commissions in traditionally regulated states to require their LSEs to
build or buy a resource and then offer that resource into the market as a price taker while
not allowing a state like New Jersey to do the same. Joint Consumer Advocates dispute
PJM’s claim that this different treatment is warranted because of the different incentives
for price suppression between traditionally regulated states and restructured states. Joint
Consumer Advocates argue that having an incentive to suppress prices is an insufficient
basis to interfere with resource-planning prerogatives. Joint Consumer Advocates note
that there are significant similarities between New Jersey’s LCAPP legislation and the
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integrated resource plan of Dominion’s operating companies to underscore the allegedly
discriminatory treatment PJM proposes. The New Jersey Board contends that when state
regulators -- whether in a traditionally regulated or in a restructured state -- seek to have
new generation built, they have the same incentives: to meet the reliability needs of the
state.
103. Joint Consumer Advocates also argue that a focus on “incentives” is the wrong
approach regarding the operation of PJM’s MOPR. Joint Consumer Advocates assert
that states may seek to develop new capacity resources through long-term contracts and
have them clear in the market for legitimate resource-planning reasons, for price
suppression reasons, or a combination of the two. Joint Consumer Advocates also cite
Commission precedent supporting the proposition that intent is not relevant to whether an
offer should be mitigated.64 Joint Consumer Advocates argues that even if intent is
relevant, intent cannot be dispositive, given that the possibility of a certain motive does
not justify preventing resource planning and procurement programs.
104. The New Jersey Board similarly argues that the effect, not the intent, of the new
entrant should matter. The New Jersey Board asserts that, regardless, PJM’s proposed
self-supply exemption would permit theoretical price suppression. The New Jersey
Board also notes that profiting from capacity revenues may not be the sole basis for a
decision by a self-supply LSE to offer new entry. The New Jersey Board notes, for
example, that the LSE would also see reduced energy prices as a result of the new entry
(i.e. new, efficient units replacing older and costlier resources).
105. NRG challenges PJM’s conclusion that exempting significant amounts of selfsupply from the MOPR will not depress capacity prices. NRG argues that PJM’s
conclusion rests on the analysis of a single auction’s results, and fails to consider other
relevant market conditions. NRG asserts that, in fact, the MOPR will have its greatest
impact when market conditions are tight, when high-cost new resources would set the
clearing price. NRG argues that the MOPR’s purpose is to ensure the when new
marginal entry is needed, the new capacity entrant will not be displaced by uneconomic
self-build generation. NRG adds that, because PJM did not analyze the impact of selfsupply exemption during tight market conditions, it has not been demonstrated that the
self-supply exemption is needed or otherwise appropriate.
106. NRG also challenges PJM’s position that state rate cases and prudence reviews
will prevent uneconomic new entry. NRG responds that lower prices attributable to price
suppression will allow the utilities subject to state regulatory oversight to create goodwill
64

See Joint Consumer Advocates comments at 12 (citing ISO New England, Inc.,
135 FERC ¶ 61,029 at P 170 (2011)).
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with state regulators. NRG adds that self-supply entities do not make investment
decisions based on the sole objective of minimizing short-run costs.65 NRG argues that,
in fact, other factors are considered, including issues relating to the environment,
employment, and/or rate stability. NRG argues that, as such, cost minimization may tip
the scales in favor of investing in an uneconomic resource that will be exempt from the
MOPR. NRG concludes that PJM has not supported its argument that state ratemaking
will deter uneconomic entry.
6.

Commission Determination

107. For the reasons discussed below, we accept PJM’s proposed exemption for selfsupply, subject to conditions and the submission of a compliance filing PJM proposes to
define the parameters within which a self-supply LSE will be permitted to offer new
capacity in PJM’s capacity auctions as a price-taker. Specifically, PJM proposes both
net-short and net-long tests and not a blanket, across-the-board exemption. We find that
PJM’s proposed net-short and net-long thresholds, in principle, adequately protect the
market from the price effects attributable to uneconomic new self-supply. Accordingly,
we conditionally accept PJM’s proposed exemption for filing.
108. We find that, as a general matter, providing exemptions for resources properly
designated as self-supply when they meet suitable net-short and net-long thresholds is
reasonable. The concern giving rise to the MOPR is that buyers can reduce their total
capacity cost by financing uncompetitive entry, because the cost of financing the entrant
is offset by the overall cost reduction achieved by lowering the price of capacity for the
remainder of the capacity purchased. While such a strategy may lower capacity costs in
the short-run, over the long-run this strategy will prove more costly as it encourages early
retirement and discourages new, at-risk investment. However, if a self-supply entity
meets a sufficiently large proportion of its capacity needs through its own generation
investment, it has little or no incentive to suppress capacity market prices. If the amount
of non-self-supplied resources procured from RPM is sufficiently small, uneconomic
entry would reduce the cost of procuring this portion by less than the amount spent on the
uneconomic entry.
109. In the 2011 MOPR proceeding, the Commission rejected intervenors’ request to
categorically exempt self-supply from the MOPR, finding that a blanket exemption for
resources designated as self-supply would allow for an unacceptable opportunity to

65

NRG notes that under PJM’s analysis, a new combined cycle plant lowers
capacity prices for LSEs by $5.35 MW/day, saving $2 million annually for every 1,000
MW attributable to the entity’s net-short position.
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exercise buyer market power.66 While we reaffirm that analysis here, we agree with PJM
that its proposed exemption is not a blanket exemption of the sort rejected by the
Commission in the 2011 MOPR proceeding. We find, rather, that with proper restrictions
on the net-short and net-long positions of a resource, PJM’s proposed exemption will
operate in a manner that appropriately addresses the MOPR’s objectives.
110. LS Power, NRG, and the IMM assert that vertically-integrated utilities should not
be exempt from the MOPR, given that the FRR alternative offers an adequate mechanism
for such entities to satisfy their capacity requirements. At issue here, however, is not the
adequacy, or inadequacy, of the FRR option for vertically-integrated utilities. Rather, the
issue is whether PJM’s proposed tariff changes are just and reasonable. We find that
PJM has met this burden because entities that self-supply a sufficiently large portion of
their capacity requirement do not have an incentive to use uncompetitive entry to lower
capacity prices. However, the effectiveness of the exemption depends critically on the
thresholds that limit the incentive of self-supply entities to influence market-clearing
capacity prices i.e., on the measurement issues PJM was required to address in response
to Commission Staff’s Deficiency Letter.
111. On the issue of the self-supply exemption’s alleged discrimination between
traditionally regulated states and restructured states, we agree with PJM that there are
differences pertinent to these issues between the types of traditional business models the
self-supply exemption is designed to address and the restructured market. An
uneconomic new entry strategy by a vertically-integrated utility, for example, poses a
substantial risk of increasing its net costs, as demonstrated by PJM’s analysis of the netshort thresholds. For this reason, we agree with PJM that these entities are unlikely to
depend on costly strategies to address the non-self-supply portion of their portfolio. The
incentives for uneconomic entry in restructured states differ because, in those market
structures, LSEs rely largely on the market to meet their capacity obligations. We also
note that entities in restructured states that are not eligible for the self-supply exemption
may still receive a MOPR exemption through the competitive entry exemption, or they
may receive a unit-specific offer floor through the unit-specific review process. LSEs in
restructured states are not therefore automatically subject to MOPR.
112. Several parties take issue with the notion of evaluating incentives or potential
motives when designing buyer-side market power mitigation. We agree, to an extent,
that an entity’s incentives do not necessarily predict with perfect accuracy how a market
participant will act, and these incentives or possible motives do not fully explain an
entity’s behavior. As Joint Consumer Advocates note, a decision to support uneconomic
entry could be a function of legitimate resource planning, price suppression, or a
66

Id. P 205; see also April 2011 MOPR Order, 135 FERC ¶ 61,022 at P 192.
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combination of the two. However, PJM’s proposal does not rely solely on an analysis of
motivation, but establishes reasonable thresholds for evaluating whether a self-supply
resource would benefit economically from uneconomic entry given the effect of that
entry on the market. In cases in which those thresholds are not violated, the incentive to
construct such capacity does not warrant the application of the MOPR.
113. With respect to the proposed net-short and net-long thresholds, we note that the
thresholds and PJM’s Deficiency Letter analysis are based on data from the 2012 base
residual auction. We find that this data adequately justifies PJM’s proposed net-short and
net-long thresholds, as they will be applied in existing market conditions. We share
intervenors’ concerns, however, that evolving market conditions could affect the
accuracy and/or usefulness of these thresholds in the future. Intervenors note, for
example, that a significant supply surplus existed during the most recent base residual
auction and that, as such, the capacity supply curve was relatively elastic. However, in
auctions when supplies are tighter and the supply curve becomes inelastic, offering
additional capacity below cost will reduce prices at a steeper rate. Accordingly, we
require PJM to submit tariff language memorializing its obligation, as established here, to
review and, if necessary, revise these thresholds on an appropriate, periodic basis, as
proposed and supported by PJM in a compliance filing to be made within 30 days of the
date of this order.
114. We agree with EKPC and PJM that, as a winter-peaking self-supply system,
EKPC’s summer peak will not represent its actual peak load. We will accordingly
require PJM to propose revised tariff language in its compliance filing modifying the netlong test to recognize the winter peak for a winter-peaking LSE.
115. Finally, we reject the IMM’s proposed revisions to PJM’s proposed procedures
governing the IMM’s and PJM’s review of exemption requests.67 For the reasons set
forth by PJM, in its answer, we agree that PJM’s proposed revisions to sections
5.14(h)(8)(i) and (ii) provide an appropriate degree of certainty and finality to the
exemption request process, with respect to requests for additional information and the
issuance of a final determination, without unduly impeding the ability of PJM and the
IMM to conduct their reviews. For this same reason, we also reject the IMM’s proposal
to: (i) extend the deadline applicable to an IMM determination, i.e., to tie the deadline to
the IMM’s receipt of a “completed request;” and (ii) allow for the adoption of additional
document submission requirements, as may be specified in PJM’s Manuals. We also
reject, as unnecessary, the IMM’s proposed clarification that the basis for the
authorizations granted to PJM, in the case of an exemption request that includes
fraudulent misrepresentations, include PJM’s reasonable belief (as proposed by PJM) and
67

See PJM OATT, Attachment DD at proposed sections 5.14(h)(8) and (9).
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(as proposed by the IMM) information received from the IMM or other party. We read
PJM’s proposed language as reasonably including any fraudulent misrepresentation made
by the requesting entity to anyone involved in the review process, including the IMM or
other party.
C.

Unit-Specific Review
1.

PJM’s Proposal

116. PJM proposes to eliminate its existing unit-specific review process, given its
proposed categorical exemptions (discussed in sections V.B and V.C below). PJM
argues that the elimination of the unit-specific review process is appropriate because
projects that fail to qualify for an exemption from the MOPR under one of PJM’s
proposed categorical exemptions will necessarily present a high risk of price suppression
that need not be further considered by a case-specific review. PJM states that reliance on
broad categorical exemptions in place of a unit-specific review process is also preferable,
given the complexities involved in a case-specific cost and revenue review, the lack of
transparency this process entails, and the resulting uncertainty in the market regarding the
plausibility of the capacity market price signal.
2.

Responsive Pleadings

117. A number of intervenors filed comments generally supportive of PJM’s proposed
elimination of the unit-specific review process.68 Intervenors characterize PJM’s existing
unit-specific review process as overly-burdensome, administratively unfeasible, and nontransparent, with standards that are ambiguous, overly-subjective, and ultimately
arbitrary. In addition, intervenors argue that this process, as employed in connection with
PJM’s 2012 capacity auction, produced market uncertainty and otherwise proved
ineffective in achieving the MOPR’s stated objectives. The Competitive Markets
Coalition argues, for example, that at least three state-subsidized units (two from New
Jersey and one from Maryland) cleared the 2012 auction.69 The Ohio Commission argues
that replacing PJM’s existing procedures with categorical exemptions, as proposed, will
reduce litigation and enhance competition. ODEC and the PJM Load Group argue that

68

See comments submitted by the Pennsylvania Commission, the PJM Load
Group, ODEC, the Competitive Markets Coalition, EPSA, P3, Calpine, and the Ohio
Commission.
69

The Competitive Markets Coalition asserts that in the first year of delivery, the
guaranteed state-contract payments for the two New-Jersey sponsored units are 30 to 70
percent higher than the capacity auction clearing price.
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PJM’s existing process needs to be replaced with exemptions able to accommodate LSEs’
long-standing business models.
118. Comments and protests objecting to PJM’s proposal were filed by the Ohio
Consumers Counsel, the Joint Consumer Advocates, the Maryland Commission, the New
Jersey Board, CPV Power Development, Inc. (CPV), and Hess. The IMM disagrees with
PJM that the unit-specific process is inherently flawed, but the IMM contends that the
unit-specific review process is not necessary for an effective MOPR.
119. The IMM recommends that PJM’s proposal be revised to address the
circumstances presented when a state, but not PJM, believes that a reliability issue must
be addressed, i.e., where the dispute concerns a specific disagreement about a specific
aspect of PJM’s analysis (such as the likelihood of a significant transmission line being
completed within a defined time period). The IMM asserts that, under these
circumstances, where PJM would be unable to render an independent determination, any
new project selected under a state procurement process, even one that discriminates
against existing resources and seeks incremental capacity, should have the ability to avail
itself of a unit-specific review process using unambiguous standards that match those
used in the PJM tariff calculation of gross CONE, net of expected first year energy and
ancillary service net revenues.
120. The Maryland Commission argues that the unit-specific review process should be
retained, given the failure of any party to demonstrate that this review procedure has
produced an unjust or unreasonable rate. The Maryland Commission adds that, absent its
opportunity to participate in this process and present documentation regarding the net
costs of its RFP project, as offered into PJM’s 2012 base residual auction, a Marylandbased project would have been mitigated, without justification, and would not have
cleared.
121. The Maryland Commission and the Joint Consumer Advocates also dispute PJM’s
claim that the review process has not engendered confidence in RPM. The Maryland
Commission asserts that this allegation reflects only the view of some in the investment
community, but that PJM, in its filing, never states that it shares this alleged perception.
122. The New Jersey Board argues that PJM’s proposed elimination of the unit-specific
review process will prevent economic state-sponsored new entry from participating in
RPM auctions and thus interferes with the responsibility reserved to the states under the
FPA.70 The New Jersey Board asserts that states are constitutionally permitted to
70

See also Hess protest at 3 (arguing that PJM’s proposal violates the FPA by
depriving new entrants that participate in state programs from establishing cost-based
offer floors).
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execute various choices with respect to resource dynamics within their boundaries,
provided that any result of that choice is economic. The New Jersey Board adds that
PJM is barred, under the FPA, from seeking MOPR revisions that presume that all
resource choices made by restructured states are inherently uneconomic. The New Jersey
Board also argues that a unit-specific review process is appropriate because it results in a
cost-based, positive-value offer price equivalent to the actual first year Net CONE. The
New Jersey Board argues that, by contrast, a categorical exemption process of the sort
proposed by PJM would benefit LSEs that receive state or local subsidies under business
models that predate RPM, specifically including LSEs that receive state subsidies in
states with regulated markets.
123. CPV argues that prohibiting suppliers from showing that their actual costs are
lower than 100 percent of Net CONE deprives the market of lower-cost generation. CPV
further asserts that because PJM’s administratively-determined Net CONE is susceptible
to errors, as calculated by PJM, a unit-specific review procedure should be retained as a
necessary safety valve. CPV also challenges PJM’s focus on the asserted nontransparency of the unit-specific review process, arguing that the need for price
transparency need not extend to cost transparency.
124. Hess notes that three resources that are participating in state programs, including
Hess’s Newark project, submitted cost data to the IMM and PJM as part of unit-specific
review requests applicable to the 2012 base residual auction, and that each of these
projects was found to be economic, with legitimate net unit costs falling below PJM’s
administratively-determined Net CONE. Hess adds that each of these projects cleared
the auction, an outcome that would not have been allowed under PJM’s proposed
elimination and replacement of the unit-specific review process. Hess argues that PJM’s
proposed elimination of this process should be rejected, given that it would reverse the
Commission’s findings, in the 2011 MOPR orders, that this process was appropriate, and
would do so on the basis of unsupported allegations relating to a single auction. Finally,
Hess argues that, in the absence of a unit-specific review process, PJM is left with a
MOPR that unreasonably assumes that every new entrant that participates in a state
program designed to attract new entry is uneconomic – an assumption belied by PJM’s
own findings, as applicable to its 2012 auction.
3.

PJM’s Answer

125. PJM responds to intervenors’ argument that eliminating the unit-specific review
process violates the Commission’s compliance mandates, as issued by the Commission in
the 2011 MOPR orders. PJM argues that its proposed reliance on categorical
exemptions, in place of a unit-specific review process, is nothing more than a
simplification of the exemption process that can be characterized as a process
improvement, not a change in the fundamental operation of the MOPR, as approved by
the Commission’s 2011 MOPR orders.
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126. PJM states that these changes are designed to address transparency concerns and
the appropriateness of freeing PJM, and the IMM, from the obligation to review every
item of cost, fixed and variable, and every item of revenue – for every project sponsor
requesting that it be treated as exempt from the MOPR. PJM asserts that with its
proposed revisions, expressly enumerating permissible revenues and costs under both its
self-supply exemption and competitive-entry exemption, project developers will have the
guidance they need as to how their project proposals should be structured.
4.

Additional Answers

127. The Maryland Commission supplements its protest in opposition to PJM’s
proposed elimination of the unit-specific review process, arguing that the Commission, in
defending its 2011 MOPR orders before the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit,
underscores the value of retaining these existing procedures.
128. The Competitive Markets Coalition argues that the 2012 RPM auction
demonstrates that PJM’s unit-specific review process is unworkable and must be
replaced, given that three state-sponsored resources cleared the auction at prices much
lower than would have been expected in the competitive market. They argues that these
resources went unmitigated due to the failure of the unit-specific review process, as
plagued by subjective factors, projections, and estimates that cannot be readily evaluated
(such as relating to future energy and ancillary services revenues).
129. Hess, in its answer, challenges the Competitive Markets Coalition’s assertions,
regarding the results of PJM’s 2012 capacity auction, in which three resources that are
participating in state programs, including Hess’s Newark project, cleared. Hess notes
that, in connection with that auction, it submitted cost data to the IMM and PJM, which
was ultimately found to be more economic than the reference unit offer floor.
5.

Deficiency Letter Responses
a.

PJM’s Responses

130. PJM defends its proposed elimination of the unit-specific review process in
response to the Deficiency Letter’s question regarding a resource that has failed to
qualify for PJM’s proposed MOPR exemptions but has competitive costs lower than
those assumed in determining the default offer price. PJM notes that both the current
unit-specific review process and PJM’s instant proposal to focus on broad exemptions are
just and reasonable approaches to mitigating buyer-side market power. PJM asserts that
while both approaches have advantages and disadvantages, a reliance on categorical
exemptions has the additional benefit of setting a clear rule that provides market certainty
and eliminates opportunities for discrimination and abuse.
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131. PJM states that part of the potential for abuse in the current process stems from the
fact that the unit-specific review process entails estimating all of a plant’s capital costs,
fixed operating costs, and non-fuel variable operating costs, in addition to estimating
revenues from the PJM markets. PJM asserts that under this existing approach, parties
may justify their own method of determining capital costs, including the levelization
method and other parameters such as equity costs, interest rates, taxes, and inflation rates.
PJM adds that estimating future revenues involves assumptions on future fuel costs,
future energy prices, the timing, frequency and duration of when a plant will be called
upon by PJM, etc. PJM argues that given this level of discretion, the IMM and PJM can
(and have) come to different conclusions about requests for a unit-specific offer floor,
and that this uncertainty undermines investor confidence. Accordingly, PJM argues that
perfect flexibility to accommodate individual market participants is outweighed by the
need to ensure that the market has confidence in capacity market price signals.
132. PJM states that while it has thus far administered the unit-specific review process
to ensure just and reasonable results, maintaining the highly discretionary process may
invite sellers to attempt to “work backward” from an out-of-market subsidized offer level
to find cost and revenue assumptions that justify such an offer. Finally, PJM
distinguishes the circumstances at play in the operation of its existing review procedures
relative to the circumstances at play in ISO-NE’s operation of its unit-specific review
process.71
b.

Intervenors’ Responses

133. Maryland responds to PJM’s assertion that the unit-specific review process gives
the IMM and PJM too much discretion in determining which offers will be accepted, or
mitigated. The Maryland Commission argues that the Commission already addressed this
perceived concern when it recognized, in the November 2011 MOPR Order, that some
amount of discretion is unavoidable and perhaps even necessary.72 The Maryland
Commission adds that PJM has offered no evidence to support its claims that the unitspecific review process may discourage lenders and investors from making commitments
to a project, drive capital elsewhere, or raise risk premiums increasing the cost of capital.
The Maryland Commission asserts that, regardless, the unit-specific review process
assures that resources offers represent their actual costs and appropriately preserves
market participants’ legitimate confidentiality interests.

71
72

See ISO New England, Inc., 142 FERC ¶ 61,107 (2013).

Maryland Commission comments at 13 (citing November 2011 MOPR Order,
137 FERC ¶ 61,145 at P 245).
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134. The Maryland Commission and the Illinois Commission argue that PJM’s
Deficiency Letter response fails to support its proposed application of a generic default
offer in those instances where a mitigated, i.e., state-initiated, resource has lower
competitive costs. The Maryland Commission adds that PJM’s reliance on
unsubstantiated, erroneous suspicions about states’ motives fails to address Commission
Staff’s specific question seeking to understand the effect of mitigating a resource a
resource to an above-cost offer.
135. Competitive Markets Coalition asserts that the unit-specific review process is
unworkable, given the now publicly-disclosed offer prices used in last year’s auction for
CPV’s 725 MW plant in St. Charles, Maryland.73 The Competitive Markets Coalition
argues that, rather than the bid offer submitted by CPV, for $13.95 MW/day, a reasonable
estimate for the Net CONE for a new combined cycle unit in that zone would have been
$232 MW/day. The Competitive Markets Coalition adds that while PJM and the IMM
disagreed, they set the offer floor at 41 percent of CONE and 59 percent of CONE, at
$96.13 MW/day and $136 MW/day, respectively. The Competitive Markets Coalition
states that despite the Commission’s approval for the unit-specific review for ISO-NE,
there are significant differences between the PJM market and the ISO-NE market, and a
one-size-fits-all approach should not be applied.
136. The IMM argues that maintaining the unit-specific review process is necessary
because the proposed MOPR offer floor, i.e. Net CONE, does not reflect the actual,
competitive cost of new entry. The IMM then argues that this higher than necessary Net
CONE benchmark, without an opportunity for unit-specific review, creates a harmful
barrier to entry. The IMM states that requiring a resource to bid above its competitive
costs is not reasonable. The IMM notes that PJM proposes to calculate the energy and
ancillary services revenues by using average historical data. This approach, according to
the IMM, results in an incorrect forecast, especially as changes in market conditions
result in substantial differences between historical and expected market revenues. Lower
gas costs and improvements in combined cycle technology mean that market revenues
will be higher than the historical average, the IMM argues. The IMM further argues that
the gross CONE levels are inflated because they do not reflect recent competition among
equipment manufacturers. Finally, the IMM disputes PJM’s claim that the unit-specific
review cannot be applied consistently. The IMM argues that the modeling assumptions
used to calculate net costs for a unit should be identical to the assumptions used in the
development of Net CONE. The unit-specific review process would therefore be limited
73

See Competitive Markets Coalition comments at 3 (citing PPL EnergyPlus, LLC
v. Nazarian, Docket No. MJG 12-1286, Tr. at 37: 19-22 (Mar. 7, 2013).
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to establishing offers based on competitive cost differences and not based on different
modeling assumptions.
137. Joint Consumer Advocates also disagree with PJM’s assertion that eliminating the
unit-specific review process eliminates the need for PJM to make the difficult and
discretionary decisions associated with estimating net costs. Joint Consumer Advocates
argue that, instead, PJM’s proposal simply makes the generic benchmark estimates
binding on certain parties. They add that if PJM concludes that the unit-specific review
process affords too much discretion to PJM and the IMM, PJM need only better define
the parameters rather than dispensing with the process entirely. Joint Consumer
Advocates also dispute PJM’s claim that resources failing to qualify for either the selfsupply or competitive entry exemption pose a heightened capability to suppress prices.
Joint Consumer Advocates argue that, in fact, the price effect of a unit’s entry depends on
the slope of the supply and demand curves and the size of the new unit, not on how netshort or net-long a unit is or what the structure of the retail market is where the resource
operates.
138. Joint Consumer Advocates and the New Jersey Board assert that by eliminating
the unit-specific review and instituting the proposed exemptions, PJM’s proposal would
unreasonably prevent economic entry by gas-fired units that fail to qualify for one of the
two proposed exemptions. These intervenors further argue that PJM’s proposal would
allow resources eligible for the exemptions to clear in the auction despite having actual
net costs of new entry greater than the benchmark. They add that the unit-specific review
process merely allows for the opportunity to demonstrate net costs to a neutral party. The
New Jersey Board concludes that such a review process is qualitatively different from
and more stringent than an outright exemption as PJM proposes for self-supply and
competitive entry.
139. The New Jersey Board asserts that PJM has not claimed that any sellers have
manipulated data submitted for review and that PJM has failed to offer any compelling
reason why such behavior would occur in the future. The New Jersey Board adds that
vague claims of eroding market confidence cannot justify depriving competitive new
entry the opportunity to participate in PJM’s capacity market. The New Jersey Board
further asserts that standardizing the modeling assumptions identified by the IMM would
resolve the concerns over discretion in the review process. The New Jersey Board notes
that the Commission has sufficient enforcement power to deter parties from seeking to
evade the purpose and intent of the market rules. The New Jersey Board also argues that
PJM’s study for the self-supply thresholds demonstrates the increasingly diminished
returns of sponsoring uneconomic entry. To that end, the New Jersey Board states that its
primary interest is the maintenance of a review process that permits competitively priced
state-sponsored new entry the ability to provide incremental capacity that protects the
state’s statutory duty to ensure the reliability needs of its residents.
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140. Finally, Hess asserts that there are ways to make the MOPR process clearer
without eliminating the unit-specific review process. Hess states that developers should
be able to put forth certain, unit-specific factors, such as heat rate and operating cost, but
other inputs and assumptions should be determined by PJM. For example, Hess argues
that PJM could use its own price forecasts to determine energy and ancillary services
offsets to develop a unit’s Net CONE. Hess also argues that PJM could use referenceunit finance structure instead of individually-proposed finance structures.
6.

Commission Determination

141. For the reasons discussed below, we find that PJM’s proposed changes are not just
and reasonable standing alone, and therefore we accept the filing subject to PJM’s
retention of its unit-specific review process. While we find, as discussed above, that
PJM’s proposed reliance on categorical exemptions is just and reasonable, subject to
conditions, we find that there may be resources that have lower competitive costs than the
default offer floor, and these resources should have the opportunity to demonstrate their
competitive entry costs.
142. In support of its proposed elimination of this allowance, PJM argues that the
“perfect flexibility” assumed to be obtainable upon review is illusory and otherwise
outweighed by the lack of confidence that may be engendered in PJM’s capacity auction
price signals. However, PJM does not argue that a unit-specific review process is unjust
and unreasonable, and PJM indeed recognizes that other RTOs/ISOs use such a process.
Based on this record, we cannot find that PJM's proposal is just and reasonable without
the retention of a unit-specific review process.
143. PJM’s categorical exemptions, as addressed above, will generally allow qualifying
market participants to avoid the need of seeking a unit-specific review of their offers.
The unit specific review process, however, recognizes that some resources, including
those that would fail to qualify for PJM’s proposed exemptions, may nonetheless have
competitive costs that fall below the benchmark price. We note, moreover, that the
benchmark price is only an estimate that several intervenors, including the IMM, argue is
currently too high.74 In thebase residual auction for 2012, resources that likely would not
have qualified for either of PJM’s proposed exemptions were able to justify their net
costs through the unit-specific review process. PJM, moreover, concedes that the

74

While intervenors’ assertions regarding PJM’s existing estimates for Net CONE
are beyond the scope of this proceeding, we agree with the IMM and others that the
accuracy of this estimate is crucial to an effective MOPR and therefore encourage PJM to
review this matter in its stakeholder process.
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resulting auction prices were just and reasonable.75 Based on this record, we are not
persuaded that the exemptions put forward by PJM are just and reasonable without the
retention of a unit-specific review process.
144. While PJM asserts that, under its existing procedures, estimating certain costs and
revenues is difficult, PJM can submit a section 205 filing to remedy these asserted
deficiencies. We encourage PJM and its stakeholders to consider, for example, whether
the unit-specific review process would be more effective if PJM requires the use of
common modeling assumptions for establishing unit-specific offer floors while, at the
same time, allowing sellers to provide support for objective, individual cost advantages.
Moreover, we encourage PJM and its stakeholders to consider these modifications to the
unit-specific review process together with possible enhancements to the calculation of
Net CONE.76
D.

Resources Subject to MOPR
1.

PJM’s Proposal

145. PJM notes that, technically, the MOPR currently applies to resources of all types,
whether gas-fired, coal, nuclear, or renewable, and then the MOPR sets the benchmark
price to zero for certain designated resources (effectively exempting such resources).
PJM argues, however, that the MOPR should be more explicitly limited to those
resources that are most likely to be associated with offers that raise price suppression
concerns. PJM further argues that an over-broad MOPR applicable to all resource types
only causes uncertainty for project developers and the market.
146. Accordingly, PJM proposes to apply the MOPR only to gas-fired resources,
namely, combustion turbine, combined cycle, and integrated gasification combined cycle
(IGCC) resources. PJM asserts that these resources are most likely to raise price
suppression concerns. PJM proposes to exempt from the MOPR two other classes of
combined cycle, combustion turbine, or IGCC resources that are unlikely to raise price
suppression concerns, i.e., Qualifying Facilities and landfill gas facilities.77 PJM also
proposes to exempt from the MOPR any resource that has cleared an RPM auction
conducted before February 1, 2013.78 PJM states that its proposal will honor the
75

See, e.g., PJM Deficiency Letter response at 3 (“[P]JM and the IMM have
administered the current exemption process to ensure reasonable results . . . .”).
76

See infra P 182.

77

Id. at proposed section 5.14(h)(2).

78

Id. at proposed section 5.14(h)(2)(i).
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Commission’s policy that the MOPR apply to new resources, while also ensuring that
PJM’s proposed MOPR revisions will not disrupt any settled expectations among current
project developments.
147. Finally, PJM proposes that the MOPR apply to incremental increases of 20 MW or
more to the installed capability of existing plants. In addition, PJM proposes to treat the
repowering of certain plants (the replacement of a plant’s existing equipment using
combustion turbine, combined cycle, or IGCC technology) as a new resource.
2.

Responsive Pleadings

148. Comments generally supportive of PJM’s proposal were submitted by the
Competitive Markets Coalition. The Competitive Markets Coalition asserts that PJM’s
proposal appropriately represents a more targeted MOPR and appropriately addresses
both repowerings and uprates.
149. The IMM, FirstEnergy and Dayton argue that the MOPR should apply to all
resource types, not only to natural gas-fired generating units, given that any resource can
be used by a seller to exercise monopsony power. FirstEnergy asserts that from an
economic perspective, monopsony power does not depend on any specific technology
type and notes that legitimate offers from any asset that does not receive an out-of-market
subsidy will be able to qualify for the competitive-entry exemption. FirstEnergy asserts
that applying the MOPR to all new entry without distinction would avoid the need to
make MOPR adjustments every time there is a change in market dynamics and would
further ensure that the application of the MOPR would not be unduly discriminatory or
preferential. Dayton asserts that PJM’s approach, by contrast, opens the door for
potential market manipulation, in the future, through a state subsidy program that could,
for example, promote oil-fired combustion turbines or oil-fired combined cycle units.
150. CPV and the Illinois Commission protest PJM’s proposal to subject IGCC
resources to the MOPR. The Illinois Commission argues that PJM’s proposal is
unsupported. CPV challenges PJM’s claim that PJM’s narrow iteration of resources
subject to the MOPR is likely to exempt the vast majority of new generation projects and
leave only a small number subject to mitigation. CPV argues that, in fact, natural gasfired generation is the base-load and intermediate power plant technology of choice for
the foreseeable future, given the historic low prices and abundant supply of natural gas,
and its additional favorable characteristics as a replacement technology for retiring coal
plants. CPV adds that, while PJM’s list of resource-types subject to the MOPR may be
transparent, it is also unduly discriminatory and should be rejected.
151. NRG and the Pennsylvania Commission argue that PJM’s proposed exemption for
Qualifying Facilities is inappropriately limited, without support, to sellers who own the
Qualifying Facility. The Pennsylvania Commission argues that this proposed limitation is
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unjustified, given that the beneficial off-taker of steam, energy, and capacity may prefer
not to be the owner and operator of generation built to meet the host load requirements.79
152. The Ohio Commission supports PJM’s proposal to exempt Qualifying Facilities
from the MOPR, but claims that PJM’s proposed language, at proposed section
5.14(h)(2), may not accomplish this objective.80 The Ohio Commission asserts that,
instead of exempting all cogeneration units from the MOPR, PJM’s proposed language
would appear to only exclude those units that are not sized larger than the host load. The
Ohio Commission submits that such a cap is unwarranted. In addition, the Ohio
Commission is concerned that a cogeneration unit may be subject to the MOPR, without
justification, where a cogenerator receives incentives in the form of state or federal
grants, loans and other financial assistance designed to promote the development of
cogeneration.
153. The IMM generally supports PJM’s proposal to exempt from the MOPR new entry
and incremental capability increases that are less than 20 MW. The IMM asserts,
however, that this aspect of PJM’s proposal, if approved, warrants ongoing evaluation.
154. With respect to PJM’s proposal to exempt from the MOPR any resource that has
cleared an RPM auction conducted before February 1, 2012, Hess requests clarification
that this MOPR exemption will apply to the entire unforced capacity of Hess’s Newark
project – a new resource that cleared in PJM’s 2012 auction, including a relatively small
amount of additional capability of that same, yet-to-be completed, plant which has been
more recently identified and thus not yet offered and cleared in a capacity market
auction.81 Hess adds that it has been authorized by PJM to state, on PJM’s behalf, that
79

See NRG protest at 20 (comparing PJM’s proposal to PJM OATT, Attachment
DD, section 5.14(h)(vi)(H), which provides that self-supply resources can be “owned or
contracted”).
80

Proposed section 5.14(h)(2) provides as follows:

(iii) any cogeneration unit that is certified or self-certified as a Qualifying
Facility, where the Capacity Market Seller is owner of the Qualifying
Facility and is the beneficial off-taker of the steam, electrical energy, and
Unforced Capacity of the unit, the Unforced Capacity of the unit is no
larger than approximately all of the Unforced Capacity Obligation of the
host load, and all Unforced Capacity of the unit is used to meet the
Unforced Capacity of the host load.
81

Hess asserts that its concern can be addressed by amending the relevant tariff
provision to provide that the MOPR does not apply to a resource’s capacity that has
cleared an RPM auction conducted prior to February 1, 2012 “or an uprate of such
(continued…)
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PJM did not intend that its filing would require PJM’s settled MOPR determinations to be
revisited, or otherwise have a punitive impact on uprates to resources that have already
cleared under previous rules.
155. With respect to PJM’s proposal to treat the repowering of gas-fired plants as a new
resource, NRG argues that the MOPR should contain an alternative “repowering” Net
CONE. NRG is concerned that the current proposal would preclude the repowering of
existing facilities via state contracts, and that such projects are environmentally and
fiscally beneficial. Such repowering projects would avoid many costs that green field
projects have to incur, such as those related to land, emission reduction credits, natural
gas infrastructure, administration buildings, transmission system upgrades, and others.
NRG requests the Commission to require that PJM establish a class-specific repowering
Net CONE, based on the Brattle report.
156. Finally, LS Power notes that PJM, in connection with the extension of the time
period for which it proposes to apply the MOPR, proposes to use a new defined term, i.e.,
“MOPR Screened Generation Resources,” and further proposes that any resource that has
cleared an RPM auction conducted before February 1, 2013 will not be treated as a
MOPR Screened Generation Resource.82 LS Power notes that while the purpose of this
proposed revision is to avoid disrupting any settled expectations on the part of developers
whose project has cleared an RPM auction conducted prior to the effectiveness of PJM’s
proposed revisions, PJM’s proposed tariff language creates inconsistencies with other
provisions of PJM’s tariff addressing the term “Generation Capacity Resource.” 83
Accordingly, LS Power requests that PJM clarify: (i) whether its proposed exemption is
resource to the extent that the developer or owner of the uprate timely submitted a request
for, and PJM issued, an offer floor pursuant to [the MOPR] before the start of the [May
2013] Base Residual Auction . . . and the capacity associated with the uprate clears the
May 2013 Base Residual Auction.”
82

See LS Power comments at 6-7 (citing PJM OATT, Attachment DD at proposed
section 5.14(h)(2)).
83

Id. at 7, citing PJM OATT, Attachment DD, at section 6.5(a)(ii) and Reliability
Assurance Agreement at sections 1.20B and 1.70 (providing, in relevant part, that “a
Generation Capacity Resource for which construction has not commenced and which
would otherwise have been treated as a Planned Generation Capacity Resource but for
the fact that it was bid into RPM Auctions for at least two consecutive Delivery Years,
and cleared the last such auction only because it was considered existing and its mitigated
offer cap was accepted when its price offer would not have otherwise been accepted,
shall be deemed to be a Planned Generation Capacity Resource.”).
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applicable, regardless of whether a Generation Capacity Resource has commenced
construction; and (ii) if not, within what time period must construction commence if the
Generation Capacity Resource is to remain eligible for this exemption.
3.

PJM’s Answer

157. PJM responds to intervenor proposals challenging PJM’s proposed designation of
IGCC resources as subject to the MOPR, or otherwise attempting to re-open a debate
regarding which resource-types should, or should not, be subject to the MOPR. PJM
argues that its limited proposal, classifying an IGCC plant as a gas-fired resource subject
to the MOPR, simply makes explicit the practical effect of the rules previously accepted
by the Commission in the 2011 MOPR proceeding, and follows directly from the
Commission’s prior findings that the MOPR may be properly focused on the types of
plant technologies that, given their dependable capacity output and relatively shorter lead
times, are most likely to be the vehicles for attempted price suppression.84
158. PJM adds that while its existing MOPR nominally applies to all plant types, these
provisions are focused on gas-fired projects and include expressly-noted exceptions (or
zero-price floor allowances) for a variety of other baseload and renewable resources.
PJM argues that its proposed clarifications here, then, are only intended to reduce
uncertainty by eliminating the possibility that the MOPR could apply to a resource type
not expressly exempted under the current rule.
159. PJM also responds to Hess’s request for clarifying tariff language addressing its
development of a new combined cycle power plant in New Jersey. PJM states that it has
no objection to treating the seven percent increase in capacity identified for Hess’s new
plant as remaining subject to PJM’s existing MOPR, provided that this allowance
remains in effect for the May 2013 base residual auction only.
4.

Additional Answers

160. The Competitive Markets Coalition responds to the argument made by NRG and
the Pennsylvania Commission, and argues that while PJM’s proposal appropriately
includes a limited exemption for some cogeneration supplying on-site load, there is no
justification for expanding this allowance to include additional resources.
161. The Competitive Markets Coalition also responds to Hess’s argument that it is
entitled to an exemption for a 45 MW uprate to its Newark project, given that it relied on
PJM’s existing rules, under which the Newark project cleared in PJM’s 2012 capacity
84

PJM answer at 4 (citing November 2011 MOPR Order, 137 FERC ¶ 61,145 at
PP 109-10).
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auction. The Competitive Markets Coalition notes that the Newark project is one of the
new resources that cleared in the 2012 auction with a state-guaranteed contract at rates
well above market clearing prices. The Competitive Markets Coalition argues that, as
such, Hess’s request seeks, in effect, the continued, back-door application of a unitspecific review process to ensure that its proposed 45 MW uprate will also escape
mitigation. The Competitive Markets Coalition argues that such a request is unwarranted
and should be rejected, given that any uprate should be evaluated by the same set of rules
that will otherwise apply to PJM’s 2013 capacity auction.
162. The Competitive Markets Coalition also opposes NRG’s request that a separate
Net CONE should be established for repowering projects. The Competitive Markets
Coalition notes that, under PJM’s proposal, repowering projects will only be mitigated if
they receive subsidy payments or otherwise are procured as part of a discriminatory
process.
5.

Deficiency Letter Responses
a.

PJM’s Responses

163. In response to Commission Staff’s request that PJM provide additional support for
its proposal to apply the MOPR to IGCC resources, PJM states that IGCC resources
present a legitimate concern about uneconomic entry. PJM explains that IGCC plants are
expensive and that the cost of such plants will likely not be recovered fully by
competitive market prices. In addition, PJM expresses a concern about the ability to
eliminate the gasification component of an IGCC plant such that the project originally
planned as an IGCC plant could become a combined cycle plant fueled, at least initially,
by natural gas.
b.

Intervenors’ Responses

164. The Illinois Commission asserts that PJM’s rationale for subjecting IGCC
resources to the MOPR is speculative and without substantive support. The Illinois
Commission notes, for example, that while PJM claims that IGCC is currently an
expensive technology that is not likely to clear an RPM auction based on its actual costs,
PJM fails to cite a single case in which such a resource has submitted an offer. The
Illinois Commission argues that, regardless, it is unlikely that construction of an IGCC
resources would be undertaken with the intent to suppress capacity prices.
165. The IMM agrees with PJM that IGCC units should be subject to the MOPR. The
IMM notes that IGCC units are not viable without some form of a subsidy.
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Commission Determination

166. We accept PJM’s proposal to apply the MOPR to gas-fired combustion turbine,
combined-cycle, and IGCC resources. The IMM, FirstEnergy, and Dayton argue that the
MOPR should apply to all resource types and that any resource type can be used to
exercise market power. We agree with PJM, however, that the MOPR may be focused on
those resources that are most likely to raise price suppression concerns.
167. As the Commission found in the 2011 MOPR proceedings,85 according different
treatment to different resource-types does not amount to undue discrimination under the
FPA when these resource classes are not similarly situated. Combustion turbine and
combined cycle resources have the shortest development time and thus are resources
capable of suppressing capacity clearing prices. Moreover, given these units’ low
construction costs, they may be the most cost effective resources with which to suppress
market prices. Nonetheless, we recognize, as FirstEnergy argues, that PJM’s proposed
limitation to certain resources reflects current technologies and conditions, which may
change in a dynamic marketplace. As such, we encourage PJM to continue to review
these market conditions and propose tariff revisions updating resource types subject to
MOPR, as necessary.
168. PJM has explained that its proposed application of the MOPR to gas-fired
combustion turbine, combined cycle, and IGCC plants focuses the MOPR on those
resources most likely to attempt to suppress prices. We agree with PJM that applying the
MOPR to these resource types is appropriate. PJM has adequately explained its concern
about uneconomic entry given the economics of IGCC units, which suggests the likely
need for out-of-market revenue. PJM has further explained its concern that an IGCC
plant could be dramatically modified such that a project originally proposed as an IGCC
unit could become a combined cycle plant. We therefore accept PJM’s proposal to apply
the MOPR to these resource types, including IGCC units.
169. NRG and the Pennsylvania Commission object to PJM’s limitation of its proposed
MOPR exemption for Qualifying Facilities owned by a capacity market seller. NRG, for
example, argues that this proposed limitation is inconsistent with the MOPR exemption
for self-supply resources that can be either “owned or contracted.” We agree that PJM
has failed to support its proposed limitation. Accordingly, we direct PJM to submit in its
compliance filing either justification for not exempting Qualifying Facilities that are
contracted by a capacity market seller, or tariff language clarifying that Qualifying
Facilities contracted to a host are also exempt from the MOPR.
85

See April 2011 MOPR Order, 135 FERC ¶ 61,022 at P 155; November 2011
MOPR Order, 137 FERC ¶ 61,145 at P 109.
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170. We accept PJM’s proposal to exempt from the MOPR incremental capacity
increases of less than 20 MW. We encourage PJM to continue to monitor the adequacy
of this threshold and to propose any changes if necessary. We also conditionally accept
PJM’s proposal to treat repowering projects as new resources to the extent of the
capability of the repowering equipment, subject to submission of the definition of
repowering projects in a compliance filing, as discussed below. We reject NRG’s
proposal to develop a repowering Net CONE and find that PJM’s proposal would not
preclude the repowering of facilities via state contracts. We note that a gas repowering
project may avail itself of the unit-specific review process.
171. We require PJM to define “repowering” in its compliance filing. PJM’s and
interveners’ descriptions differ on whether repowering projects include technology
substitution at an existing plant that does not increase capacity, upgrades that provide
additional capacity, and/or retirement followed by entirely new plant ownership at an
existing site.
172. LS Power seeks clarification regarding an asserted inconsistency between PJM’s
proposed tariff language and existing provisions in PJM’s OATT addressing seller
market power, in one context, and buyer market power, in the case of the MOPR.86 We
find that the referenced section of PJM’s tariff87 does not imply that construction must
commence within a given time period in order to maintain the MOPR exemption for a
resource that cleared any RPM auction prior to February 1, 2013.
173. With respect to the Ohio Commission’s request for clarification on the issue of
cogeneration, we will require PJM to clarify whether cogeneration and combined heat
and power facilities are resources that, if not entirely exempted from MOPR, will be
eligible for the competitive entry exemption, even when such facilities receive state and
federal incentives.88
174. Finally, we accept Hess’s proposed revision, which PJM states that it does not
oppose, clarifying that an uprate to a unit that already cleared in an auction will receive a
unit-specific offer floor from PJM before the May 2013 capacity auction and will be able
to bid that capacity into that auction at the PJM-determined offer floor. Accordingly, we
direct PJM to include in its compliance filing Hess’s proposed language, at Attachment
86

See PJM OATT, Attachment DD at section 6.5(a)(ii).

87

Id.

88

See Ohio Commission comments at 11.
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DD, section 5.14(h)(2). The Competitive Markets Coalition argues that Hess’ proposal
amounts to a back-door application of a unit-specific review process to ensure that the 45
MW uprate will escape mitigation. We find Hess’s proposal to be a reasonable solution
to this transitional issue and agree that the company proceeded in good faith to proceed
with investments under the then-existing MOPR rules.
E.

Benchmark Values
1.

PJM’s Proposal

175. PJM notes that the current MOPR prescribes how to calculate the benchmark
competitive net cost (the Net CONE), for two resources types, i.e., for combustion
turbine and combined cycle resources, and provides that the benchmark value shall be
zero for sell offers based on nuclear, coal, or IGCC facilities, and for sell offers based on
hydroelectric, wind, or solar facilities.
176. PJM’s proposal, as summarized in section VI.E of this order, above, makes IGCC
resources subject to the MOPR. Accordingly, PJM proposes to calculate a Net CONE for
these resources. Specifically, PJM propose to establish a Net CONE for IGCC units,
based on estimates of the levelized costs to install an IGCC plant in each of PJM’s CONE
areas, and proposes criteria for determining the energy and ancillary services revenue
offset to the IGCC gross CONE. PJM proposes to rely on estimates by the U.S. Energy
Information Administration of the capital, fixed operating and maintenance, and variable
operating costs for a potential new IGCC plant addition of 1,200 MWs. PJM then
proposes to use a financial pro forma model to determine the nominal, levelized gross
CONE for each CONE area. PJM states that its proposal tracks the existing provision of
the MOPR, concerning the energy and ancillary services revenues for combustion turbine
and combined cycle plants, but uses parameters, such as heat rate, appropriate for an
IGCC plant.
2.

Responsive Pleadings

177. The IMM argues that PJM’s definition of Net CONE is not adequate to serve as a
competitive benchmark for new generation projects. The IMM asserts that the Net
CONE calculation is flawed as a MOPR screen because it relies on a three year historical
average of net revenues from energy and ancillary services markets. The IMM argues
that these historical net revenues are not a reliable guide to the expected net revenues in
the first year of operation and that, as such, Net CONE is not a reliable screen to measure
non-competitive behavior. The IMM argues that the MOPR screen will be too high if net
revenues are expected to increase compared to the last three years, while the MOPR
screen will be too low if net revenues are expected to decrease compared to the last three
years. The IMM notes that these differences can be large and explains why PJM’s
existing unit-specific review procedures permit the use of a forward-looking net revenue
offset.
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178. Dayton also objects to PJM’s use of a Net CONE, as derived from costs associated
with new gas-fired combustion turbine, combined cycle, and ICGG resources. Dayton
notes that while these resources may be the most cost-effective and efficient new units
currently available, for reference purposes, PJM should not be permitted to limit its tariff
in this manner. Instead, Dayton requests that PJM be directed to revise its tariff to
provide that any unit that is currently the most cost-effective can be used as the test unit
for new entry cost.
3.

Additional Answers

179. The Competitive Markets Coalition also responds to NRG’s request that, for
MOPR purposes, a separate Net CONE should be established for repowering projects.
The Competitive Markets Coalition argues that, under PJM’s proposal, repowering
projects will only be mitigated if they receive subsidy payments, or otherwise are
procured as part of a discriminatory process, i.e., mitigation, under PJM’s proposal, is
already sufficiently narrow.
4.

Commission Determination

180. We accept PJM’s proposed IGCC Gross CONE values, as based on U.S. Energy
Information Administration estimates of the capital, fixed operating and maintenance,
and variable operating costs for a potential new IGCC plant addition of 1,200 MWs.
181. While, as discussed above, we condition our acceptance of PJM’s filing, in part,
on PJM’s retention of the unit-specific review process, given our concern that resources
that fail to qualify for PJM’s two exemptions may nonetheless have competitive costs
lower that the Net CONE, we find that revision of the Net CONE numbers as used for
other purposes, such as determining the demand curve, are outside the scope of this
proceeding. Nonetheless, we recognize that accurately estimating Net CONE is critical
to an effective application of the MOPR. Accordingly, we strongly encourage PJM to
initiate a stakeholder process that addresses concerns over the lagging nature of Energy
and Ancillary Services Revenue Offset calculations and other potential problems
associated with the calculation of Net CONE
182. We reject Dayton’s request that PJM be directed to revise its tariff to provide that
any unit that is currently the most cost-effective can be used as the benchmark unit for
new entry cost. We reiterate our earlier statement encouraging PJM to continue to review
market conditions and to propose tariff revisions updating resource types subject to
MOPR, and the corresponding benchmark values for any such new resource types, as
necessary.
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Net CONE Percentage Factors
1.

PJM’s Proposal

183. PJM proposes to revise its existing MOPR benchmark values, i.e., the value level
triggering mitigation under the MOPR, from 90 percent of Net CONE to 100 percent of
Net CONE. Under PJM’s proposal, a sell offer that is less than Net CONE and not
otherwise exempt from the MOPR will be subject to mitigation. PJM asserts that this
increased benchmark value is appropriate, given the categorical exemptions included in
its proposed revisions. Specifically, PJM argues that with its proposed elimination of the
unit-specific review process, sparing sellers from the administrative burdens of that
process (the rationale embedded in its existing use of a discount factor) is no longer
necessary. PJM adds that a project that fails its two proposed categorical exemptions is
likely to present a significant risk of price suppression.
2.

Responsive Pleadings

184. Comments generally supportive of PJM’s proposed revision to its MOPR
benchmark values were submitted by the IMM, P3, FirstEnergy, the Pennsylvania
Commission, Duke, EPSA, the Competitive Markets Coalition, and the Ohio
Commission. P3 argues that any discount factor, less than 100 percent of Net CONE is
not required, and cannot be justified, given that any project that fails PJM’s two
categorical exemptions are likely to present significant risks of price suppression. The
IMM agrees that setting the default MOPR off to 100 percent of the applicable Net
CONE will improve the operation of the MOPR.
185. Other intervenors object to PJM’s proposal, noting that PJM’s proposed increase
in its MOPR benchmark values was rejected by the Commission in the 2011 MOPR
proceeding and should not be re-litigated here.89 The New Jersey Board argues that the
Commission, in that proceeding, expressly rejected intervenors’ requests for an increase
in Net CONE, finding that a benchmark value set at 90 percent of Net CONE struck “a
reasonable balance between the need to prevent uneconomic entry, the inherent
imprecision of cost estimation, and the administrative burdens involved in providing data
to justify a unit-specific lower threshold.”90 The Joint Consumer Advocates add that
nothing has changed since the Commission reasoned that the 90 percent conduct screen
was reasonable due to the imperfection of administrative estimates.
89

See comments submitted by the Maryland Commission, the New Jersey Board,
the Joint Consumer Advocates, and the Illinois Commission.
90

New Jersey Board protest at 42, citing November 2011 MOPR Order, 137
FERC ¶ 61,145 at P 44.
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186. The Maryland Commission argues that the requirement to bid at 100 percent of
Net CONE will produce inefficient and uncompetitive prices, given that the offer floor
represents an unreasonably conservative and unrealistic administrative estimate that has
little relationship to any given resource’s actual costs and business plan. The Maryland
Commission adds that PJM’s existing 90 percent MOPR benchmark value is, if anything,
set too high relative to the actual, current costs of new entry, as influenced by: (i) new
technologies and the economies of scale they make possible; (ii) the ability, in a weak
economy, to lower costs attributable to engineering, procurement, construction, and
equipment; and (iii) lower financing costs. Given this asserted overstated estimate of the
Net CONE, the Maryland Commission argues that raising the conduct screen to 100
percent of Net CONE is unwarranted.
187. The Joint Consumer Advocates argues that, if PJM’s proposal to eliminate the
unit-specific review process is accepted, the conduct screen percentage factor should be
lowered, not raised. The Illinois Commission argues that PJM’s proposal could prevent a
new entrant from being able to clear in PJM’s capacity auction,
188. CPV argues that prohibiting suppliers from showing that their actual costs are
lower than 100 percent of PJM’s administratively-determined Net CONE deprives the
market of lower-cost generation, and deprives competitors of the price transparency that
PJM states it is seeking.91 CPV asserts that, in an absence of a unit-specific review
process, and because PJM’s administratively-determined Net CONE has been shown to
be in error, PJM’s proposed prohibition against bidding at less than 100 percent of Net
CONE will present a virtually insurmountable, anti-competitive barrier to entry, when the
Net CONE is above seller’s true costs.
189. NRG argues that a MOPR offer floor should be set at 70 percent of Net CONE,
PJM’s approved default level prior to PJM’s 2011 MOPR revisions. NRG further argues
that PJM should be required to establish, for MOPR purposes, a separate calculation of
the Net CONE for projects that are characterized as “repowering” projects. NRG argues
that it is both environmentally and fiscally responsible to encourage the repowering of
older power plants. NRG adds that many such repowerings will utilize aspects of their
existing infrastructure and would likely avoid many costs that would be incurred by green
field projects.92

91

CPV cites a PJM statement to the investment community in June 2012, that
actual expected combined cycle Net CONE was approximately $100/MW-day less than
posted and below RPM clearing prices.
92

NRG notes, for example, that repowering projects may not have to incur costs
for land, emission reduction credits, natural gas infrastructure and liquid-fuel storage
(continued…)
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PJM’s Answer

190. PJM argues that its proposal, narrowing the focus of the MOPR to projects that
present the most concern, regarding price suppression, distinguishes the circumstances at
play in the instant filing with those presented in the 2011 MOPR proceeding, in which the
Commission declined to adopt stricter limits applicable to benchmark values.93 PJM
argues that narrowing the application of the MOPR, as proposed by PJM in its filing,
here, warrants stricter benchmark values for the projects that will remain subject to the
MOPR.
4.

Additional Answers

191. PPL, in its answer, responds to CPV’s argument opposing PJM’s proposed
increase of the MOPR percentage factor. PPL argues that, while CPV’s protest raises the
hypothetical of a seller’s actual project costs being lower than Net CONE, in fact, CPV’s
own required year-one, contractual payment for the CPV Woodbridge project (a New
Jersey-procured project that cleared the 2012 auction), is roughly equivalent to the
current Net CONE, and much higher than the current Net CONE in later years of the
contract.
192. The Competitive Markets Coalition responds to the Illinois Commission’s concern
that PJM’s benchmark proposal could operate to prevent a new entrant from being able to
clear. The Competitive Markets Coalition argues that any unsubsidized new entrant,
under PJM’s proposal, will not be subject to the MOPR, while any new generation that is
more efficient than existing generation will not require a subsidy.
193. The Competitive Markets Coalition also responds to intervenors’ arguments that:
(i) the actual economics of new entry for combined cycle resources are more favorable
than PJM’s current Net CONE screen; and (ii) the actual expected combined cycle Net
CONE was less than posted and below RPM clearing prices. The Competitive Markets
Coalition argues that the only remedy offered by intervenors to these asserted calculation
errors – the unit-specific review process – relies upon numerous subjective cost
projections and estimates, all of which are supplied by a subsidized new entrant with
every incentive to keep its offer floor as low as possible to ensure that it clears.
194. The Competitive Markets Coalition also responds to NRG’s request that an offer
floor of 70 percent of Net CONE be established for all new entrants who satisfy PJM’s
upgrades, administration buildings, and electric interconnection and transmission
upgrades.
93

See November 2011 MOPR Order, 137 FERC ¶ 61,145 at P 47.
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proposed merchant exemption. The Competitive Markets Coalition argues that NRG’s
proposed offer floor was arbitrarily selected and should be rejected.
5.

Commission Determination

195. For the reasons discussed below, we accept PJM’s proposed increase of its MOPR
benchmark values to 100 percent of Net CONE. In the 2011 MOPR proceeding, the
Commission found that increasing these values to 100 percent of Net CONE, as then
proposed by P3 and PPL, was inappropriate under then-existing circumstances, given that
such an increase failed to balance the need for effective mitigation against the
administrative burden imposed on sellers required to undergo a unit-specific review of
their sell offers.94 Here, however, where PJM has proposed two broad, categorical
exemptions from the MOPR, discussed above, the burden to which the November 2011
MOPR Order refers has changed significantly.
196. We therefore find just and reasonable, under the changed circumstances presented
here, PJM’s proposal to raise the conduct screen to the full cost of new entry and to
further use the full cost of new entry as the mitigated price. Accordingly, we reject
arguments that the precedent established by the Commission, under a distinguishable set
of facts, in the 2011 MOPR proceeding, precludes PJM from seeking its proposed section
205 revision here.
197. We also reject the Maryland Commission’s argument that a 100 percent offer
floor, as proposed, will produce inefficient and uncompetitive prices. Under PJM’s
proposed exemptions, as conditionally accepted in this order, we expect that economic
new entrants will be able to receive a MOPR exemption. Given the narrow application of
the MOPR, we anticipate the impact on future capacity prices to be minimal.
198. Finally, we reject the argument made by the Joint Consumer Advocates that the
MOPR benchmark should be set at a level lower than PJM’s existing 90 percent value.
Lowering the MOPR benchmark value would provide potential uneconomic new entrants
the opportunity to significantly suppress capacity prices, circumventing the purpose of
the MOPR. On this basis, we also reject NRG’s proposal to subject all resources to the
MOPR at 70 percent of Net CONE.

94

See November 2011 MOPR Order, 137 FERC ¶ 61,145 at P 47.
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Mitigation Period
1.

PJM’s Proposal

199. PJM proposes to apply the MOPR for a three-year period, or on a one-year basis,
if PJM’s base residual auction clears a quantity of capacity less than the installed reserve
margin minus three percentage points, i.e., if the region is short on capacity.
200. PJM states that, given its proposal’s focus on those resources most likely to raise
price suppression concerns, it is appropriate that the MOPR remain in effect for a longer
term, as proposed. PJM asserts that applying the MOPR for only one year allows
subsidized units to enter the market on a non-competitive basis, based on a temporary,
coincident increase in capacity prices, or a temporary decrease in the MOPR price floor.
PJM adds that the MOPR price floor is just an estimate of new entry costs and if a unit
clears at that price in a single year, it does not mean that the unit will not interfere with
the competitive market in subsequent years.95
2.

Responsive Pleadings

201. Comments generally supportive of PJM’s proposed mitigation term revision were
submitted by EPSA, the IMM, P3, the Competitive Markets Coalition, the Pennsylvania
Commission, and the Ohio Commission.
202. EPSA argues that, given PJM’s proposed categorical exemptions for self-supply
and competitive entry, application of the MOPR for a three-year period is appropriate.
The IMM supports applying the MOPR until a subject resource has obtained an
exemption of cleared three RPM auctions for three delivery years, but recommends
continued evaluation of its effect on the market. P3 agrees with PJM that the revised
MOPR should apply for a three-year period, given the stricter focus on resources that are
most likely to pose price suppression concerns changes the circumstances under which
application of the MOPR should be considered. P3 contends that the broad exemptions
will sift out all but the most suspect projects, eliminating the prospect of “overmitigation.”
203. The Competitive Markets Coalition argues that for a new resource, with a useful
life of several decades, one year’s mitigation is a small cost and can be strategically
minimized or gamed. While the Competitive Markets Coalition believes that technically,

95

PJM notes, for example, that a one-year approach could result in subsidized
units perpetually bidding into RPM and then building in the first year they clear when all
future risk will have been eliminated.
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uneconomic resources should be mitigated for the life of the unit, it accepts the threeauction compromise because it will make the MOPR more effective.
204. The New Jersey Board argues that PJM’s proposal to extend the mitigation period
beyond a one-year term was rejected by the Commission in the 2011 MOPR proceeding
and should not be re-litigated here. Specifically, the New Jersey Board notes the
Commission’s finding that the appropriate duration is to apply the MOPR offer floor to
each new resource in the base residual and each incremental auction until the resource
demonstrates that its capacity is needed by the market at a price near its full entry cost –
by clearing one of the PJM capacity auctions.
205. The Maryland Commission, the Maryland Energy Administration and the Joint
Consumer Advocates protest PJM’s proposal. The Maryland Commission and the Joint
Consumer Advocates note that the Commission rejected similar proposals in prior orders,
finding that a resource demonstrates that it is needed by the market by clearing just once.
206. CPV objects to PJM’s proposal, given that no developer will reasonably
commence construction without the certainty that it has been accepted in RPM as a new
capacity resource. CPV argues that existing generators were not required to clear in three
auctions and that, as such, PJM’s proposal would unjustly discriminate against potential
new entrants. CPV urges the Commission to reject PJM’s proposal and thus retainPJM’s
existing requirement.
207. Finally, FirstEnergy asserts that in the event that the Commission directs PJM to
remove all exemptions from the MOPR, then the proposal to apply MOPR until the
resource clears for three separate delivery years no longer would be needed, and in that
instance, should not be adopted. .
3.

PJM’s Answer

208. PJM argues that its proposal, narrowing the focus of the MOPR to projects that
present the most concern, regarding price suppression, distinguishes the circumstances at
play in the instant filing from the 2011 MOPR proceeding, in which the Commission
rejected an argument, advanced by P3 and PPL, that clearing in one capacity auction is
insufficient to prove that resources are economic.96 PJM argues that narrowing the
application of the MOPR, as proposed, justifies a broader application of the MOPR for a
three-year period.

96

See November 2011 MOPR Order, 137 FERC ¶ 61,145 at P 130.
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Additional Answers

209. The Competitive Markets Coalition responds to the arguments made by the
Maryland Commission and the Joint Consumer Advocates that nothing material has
transpired since the Commission, in the 2011 MOPR proceeding, expressly rejected
PJM’s prior proposal to extend MOPR mitigation through three auctions. The
Competitive Markets Coalition argues that PJM’s proposal in this proceeding to extend
the MOPR mitigation period is appropriate and should be accepted, given the changed
circumstances presented by PJM’s proposal narrowing the MOPR.
5.

Commission Determination

210. For the reasons discussed below, we reject PJM’s proposal to change the duration
of mitigation from one to three years. The Commission, in the 2011 MOPR proceeding,
rejected proposed mitigation periods of more than one year. Specifically, in the April
2011 MOPR Order, as affirmed in the November 2011 MOPR Order, the Commission
rejected PJM’s section 205 proposal seeking to impose mitigation for two capacity
auctions following the auction in which the resource initially clears.97 The Commission
similarly rejected P3’s alternative proposal to continue mitigation until a resource clears
in two base residual auctions.98
211. In doing so, the Commission found that applying the MOPR offer floor to a
resource already determined to be economic would be unreasonable and could
inefficiently discourage the entry of new capacity that is economic.99 The Commission
further found that, after clearing in the market at the offer floor price, “there is no
reasonable basis for continuing to apply the MOPR,” given the market’s demonstration of
its need for the resource.100 The reasoned basis on which the Commission made its
earlier decision on this matter is not altered by PJM’s filing, and we are therefore not
persuaded that PJM’s proposal is just and reasonable.
97

April 2011 MOPR Order, 135 FERC ¶ 61,022 at P 175; November 2011 MOPR
Order, 137 FERC ¶ 61,145 at P 122.
98

April 2011 MOPR Order, 135 FERC ¶ 61,022 at PP 160-62, 175.

99

Id. P 175.

100

Id.; see also November 17 Order, 137 FERC 61,145 at P 131 (“[C]learing in
one auction, whether the base residual auction or in an incremental auction, and
committing to provide capacity for a full year, reasonably demonstrates that a new
resource is needed by the market at a price near its full cost of entry and … it is
reasonable not to subsequently apply the MOPR to such a resource.”).
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212. We also reject PJM’s argument, as supported by EPSA and P3, that increasing the
duration of mitigation is warranted given that the focus of the MOPR, after the
exemptions is on those entities most likely to pose price suppression concerns. Once a
new resource has cleared an auction, it is obligated to begin building in order to provide
capacity in the corresponding delivery year for which it has cleared. We agree with
CPV’s assertion that no developer would reasonably commence construction without the
certainty that the project has been accepted as a new capacity resource in PJM’s capacity
auction. We further agree with the Maryland Commission that PJM’s proposal could
lead to over-mitigation by requiring a commercially operational resource to bid at an
offer floor that would likely be substantially above its going-forward costs. The
narrowed application of the MOPR to those deemed more likely to present price
suppression concerns does not justify an unreasonably prolonged mitigation term.
H.

Geographic Scope
1.

PJM’s Proposal

213. Under PJM’s existing MOPR, the MOPR applies only to constrained Locational
Deliverability Areas.101 PJM proposes to broaden this existing geographical reach to a
PJM region-wide application. PJM asserts that this broader reach is appropriate, given
that PJM’s proposed categorical exemptions, as summarized above, are likely to exempt
most projects from the MOPR.
2.

Responsive Pleadings

214. Comments generally supportive of PJM’s proposal to apply the MOPR on a
region-wide basis were submitted by the IMM, P3, FirstEnergy, the Pennsylvania
Commission, and the Ohio Commission. The IMM notes that because the potential for
the exercise of market power exists throughout the PJM region, applying the protection
afforded by the MOPR to the entire PJM region is appropriate regardless of whether a
region is constrained. P3 states that price suppression could occur anywhere within the
PJM region and must be mitigated to assure just and reasonable rates.
215. The Illinois Commission protests PJM’s proposal as unsupported and otherwise
unwarranted. The Illinois Commission argues that while PJM’s proposed net-short/netlong proposal, as applicable to PJM’s proposed self-supply exemption was developed
following PJM’s review of confidential LSE load data and was scaled, as appropriate,
PJM’s proposed region-wide application of the MOPR was presumably developed
without any such data and is not scaled, as might be warranted.

101

See PJM OATT, Attachment DD at section 5.14(h)(4).
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Answers

216. The Competitive Markets Coalition responds to the Illinois Commission’s
argument that PJM’s proposal is unsupported. The Competitive Markets Coalition argues
that, to the contrary, PJM’s proposal to extend the geographical reach of the MOPR to the
PJM region is sufficiently supported, given PJM’s asserted argument that with a more
targeted application of the MOPR to only resources that are likely to be used for price
suppression, it is no longer necessary to restrict the MOPR’s application to constrained
areas. The Competitive Markets Coalition adds that, in the analysis submitted by their
consultant (in an affidavit made a part of their comments), the point was made that the
ability to suppress prices on a PJM-wide basis remains significant.
4.

Commission Determination

217. We accept PJM’s proposal to broaden the existing geographical reach of the
MOPR to the entire PJM region, as proposed. We agree with PJM and intervenors,
including the IMM and the Competitive Markets Coalition, that the potential for the
exercise of market power exists throughout the PJM region. Moreover, given the more
limited nature of the MOPR through the availability of the self-supply and competitive
entry exemptions, as accepted, subject to conditions, we find that applying the MOPR to
the entire region is not likely to lead to over-mitigation. We therefore agree with PJM
that applying the MOPR to all PJM regions is just and reasonable.
I.

Stakeholder Review
1.

PJM’s Position

218. PJM acknowledges that it received complaints regarding the adequacy of the
stakeholder review procedures overseen by PJM in advance of its filing concerning in
particular its facilitation of a confidential settlement negotiation among entities
representing supply-side interests and load-serving interests.102 PJM concedes that better,
earlier communication might have been helpful with those entities that were excluded
from this process, including state representatives and consumer advocates. PJM argues,
however, that its filing is not procedurally defective and should be considered on the
merits. Specifically, PJM argues that its filing received broad stakeholder support (an 89
percent sector-weighted vote) and arose from a stakeholder proceeding that fully
complies with PJM’s stakeholder review procedures.
102

PJM states that the entities that participated in these settlement negotiations
consisted of seven supply entities (Exelon; Calpine; Edison Mission; GenOn Parties;
NextEra; PPL; and PSEG Companies) and five load-serving entities (AMP; ODEC;
Public Power Association of New Jersey; the PJM-ICC; and Dominion).
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Responsive Pleadings

219. Intervenors argue that PJM’s filing arose out of a defective stakeholder process
that violated PJM’s stakeholder review procedures, as set forth in PJM Manual 34. The
Maryland Commission argues that PJM’s participation in the negotiation process, in
which state commissions and other interested entities were excluded, violated section 4.2
of Manual 34, which imposes an obligation on PJM, in the course of a stakeholder
process, to facilitate a “fair, non-partisan . . . meeting for all participants.”
220. The Joint Consumer Advocates allege that PJM’s participation in the confidential
negotiation process, among a subset of its members, was at least arguably in violation of
PJM’s obligation to share information, as set forth in its Code of Conduct.103 The Joint
Consumer Advocates note that PJM’s Code of Conduct also requires PJM to avoid even
the appearance of a conflict of interest and to never give or appear to give a preference to
any member or market participant.
221. The Maryland Commission notes that the Commission has rejected proposals that
have received majority stakeholder approval when it suspects an injustice to a class of
stakeholders.104 Specifically, the Maryland Commission states that, in the ISO-NE 2010
Order, the Commission rejected proposed capacity market rule changes that had failed to
gain support among generators, finding that the proposed changes did not represent a
broad consensus among all sectors.
222. Other intervenors support the adequacy of the stakeholder process giving rise to
PJM’s filing. PJM Load Group agrees with PJM that PJM’s filing was the product of a
fair and reasonable stakeholder process that does not render PJM’s filing procedurally
defective. The Competitive Markets Coalition agrees that there was nothing improper
about the stakeholder process giving rising to PJM’s filing. The Competitive Markets
Coalition notes that the Commission, in the 2011 MOPR proceeding, found acceptable a
far more abbreviated, ten-day deliberation giving rise the 2011 MOPR, whereas here
stakeholders discussed alternative proposal over a two month period.

103

PJM’s Code of Conduct provides, among other things, that all PJM employees
must “[d]istribute information promptly to all who are affected [and p]roactively share
information, expertise, processes and ideas openly and accurately. See
www.pjm.com/~/media/about-pjm/who-we-are/code-of-conduct.ashx).
104

Maryland Commission protest at 19, citing ISO New England, Inc., 131 FERC
¶ 61,065 at PP 36-37 (2010) (ISO-NE 2010 Order).
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PJM’s Answer

223. PJM responds to intervenors’ argument that the process by which PJM’s proposed
tariff revisions were developed was improper. PJM argues that the Commission should
place no impediments in the path of any stakeholders that choose to come together on an
informal basis to settle their differences and develop consensus proposals for market rule
changes, as long as any resulting proposals are then brought before the responsible
stakeholder body for further development and final action. PJM also rejects the
suggestion that its limited participation in the negotiation process, to facilitate discussion
and provide technical input, was improper, or in any way violated the provisions of
PJM’s manuals or its code of conduct.
224. PJM disputes intervenors’ assertion that the private, confidential negotiations
among a subset of PJM’s stakeholders, prior to PJM institution of a broader stakeholder
proceeding, violated the provisions of PJM Manual 34. PJM argues that the negotiation
process at issue was not a stakeholder process and, thus, was not subject to Manual 34.
which does not purport to govern or limit any discussions that any PJM stakeholder may
have outside the formal stakeholder process. PJM adds that nothing in Manual 34 bars
PJM from responding to requests for input, or technical assistance, from any such
group.105
225. PJM also disagrees with the suggestion that it may have violated its Code of
Conduct, given its asserted failure to distribute the information made available in the
settlement negotiation to all of its members. PJM argues that it is a appropriate and not
uncommon for stakeholder factions, seeking to settle their differences, to seek PJM’s
technical input, on a confidential basis. PJM adds that honoring a request for
confidentiality, in these circumstances, is a well-recognized practice that does not violate
PJM’s Code of Conduct.
4.

Additional Answers

226. The Competitive Markets Coalition responds to the arguments made by the New
Jersey Board and the Maryland Commission regarding the alleged procedural defects in
PJM’s filing, and argues that it was erroneous to suggest, as claimed by the Maryland
Commission, that the final stakeholder-approved proposal was identical, in all material
respects, to the negotiated settlement proposal.
105

PJM notes that, to the contrary, section 12 of Manual 34 provides that any
member “may call on PJM for assistance and feedback or any operational, market, or
reliability issue, including utilizing [PJM’s] technical expertise,” and that, if practicable,
PJM shall provide” such assistance, but “shall not offer strategic advice nor advocate
solely on behalf of one Member.” Id.
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Commission Determination

227. For the reasons discussed below, we find that the settlement negotiations, that
preceded PJM’s institution of a broader stakeholder proceeding do not render PJM’s
filing procedurally defective. As PJM stated, the filing received broad stakeholder
support with an 89 percent sector-weighted vote and was fully vetted through a
stakeholder process detailed in PJM OATT and Operating Agreement.
228. PJM states in its filing that, following its May 2012 capacity auction, a number of
its members publicly expressed their displeasure with the MOPR process, in a variety of
views as represented by certain supply-side entities, on the one hand, and by certain loadserving entities, on the other hand. PJM states that, based on its own concerns and the
need to reach at least a preliminary consensus on an expedited basis, in advance of the
May 2013 auction, it suggested that the concerned stakeholders discuss potential
solutions to these issues amongst themselves, prior to PJM’s institution of a broader
stakeholder proceeding. The initial meetings were held in July 2012, with both PJM and
the IMM subsequently invited to attend and provide technical assistance. In September
2012, the negotiating entities reached agreement on a settlement proposal.106 Stakeholder
meetings to consider the proposal commenced on October 17, 2012, with votes cast by
the Markets Reliability Committee and Members Committee, on both the proposal and
five alternative proposals, on November 29, 2012.
229. Intervenors challenge the legitimacy of this process, in particular the confidential
negotiations conducted among a subset of PJM’s members prior to PJM’s institution of
its broader stakeholder proceeding. However, we agree with PJM that these confidential
negotiations were not held in violation of PJM’s stakeholder procedures.
J.

Additional Issues
1.

New Entry Price Adjustment

230. LS Power asserts that, in addition to the rule changes at issue in this proceeding,
PJM should also be required to address related revisions to the New Entry Price
Adjustment (NEPA) mechanism in its tariff.107

106

Notice of the proposal was provided to the PJM Members Committee on
September 27, 2012, followed by public briefings open to all members on October 4,
2012 and October 12, 2012.
107

LS Power notes that, to date, only a single resource has qualified for NEPA,
while 29 new resources have requested, but have not been awarded, NEPA treatment.
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231. The Competitive Markets Coalition, in its answer, argues that the concerns raised
by LS Power, regarding NEPA, are not addressed by PJM’s filing, and should not
otherwise be litigated here.
232. We agree with the Competitive Markets Coalition that LS Power’s request to
address NEPA issues is beyond the scope of this proceeding. We note that PJM recently
proposed, and the Commission accepted, certain changes to NEPA.108
2.

Drafting Errors

233. The IMM, in its comments, identifies an apparent drafting oversight, i.e., PJM’s
proposed requirement that PJM post the Preliminary Market Settlement Screen.109 The
IMM argues that this provision would have no useful purpose, given that the Commission
recently approved PJM’s removal of this screen, as unnecessary, in an order issued
November 28, 2012.110 The IMM further notes that the screen at issue never applied to
new entrants, i.e., to the concern addressed by the MOPR. The IMM contends that when
it raised this issue, PJM explained that its inclusion of this language was inadvertent.
234. We agree with the IMM that the reference made by PJM in its filing to the
Preliminary Market Settlement Screen is outdated and otherwise unnecessary.
Accordingly, we direct PJM to submit revised tariff language, as appropriate, in its
compliance filing.
The Commission orders:
(A) PJM’s filing is hereby rejected, in part, and accepted, in part, subject to
conditions, as discussed in the body to this order.

108

PJM Interconnection, L.L.C., 143 FERC ¶ 61,083 (2013).

109

See PJM OATT, Attachment M-Appendix, at proposed section 5.11(x).

110

See PJM Interconnection, L.L.C., Docket No. ER13-149-000 (Nov. 28, 2012)
(delegated letter order).
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(B) PJM is hereby required to submit a compliance filing with 30 days of the date
of this order, as discussed in the body of this order.
By the Commission.
(SEAL)

Kimberly D. Bose
Secretary.
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